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Bates Men
Break
World Record

Go v. Jerry Brown
to Speak Here Sunday
by Jon Marcus
Assistant Editor
and
Diana Silver
Staff Reporter '
California governor Jerry Brown
will speak in Chase Lounge at 11:30
a.m. Sunday.
According to Brown national
coordinator Michael R. Sante,
Brown will be appearing at Bates
because "we had the time, to begin
with. State Representative John
Michael (D-Auburn) strongly urged
that we consider Bates — it looks
like the kind of place we'd like to

take Governor Brown to."
Sante also told The Student that
the Brown staff had noted what he
considered to be the high
academic ranking of the college.
"That's the type of people we appeal to. We are not an emotional
campaign. If you've seen the
senator (Kennedy) and you see the
governor, you'll see the difference.
We have the reputation of being
the most issue-oriented campaign.
We're looking for this kind of audience."
This will be Brown's second trip
through Maine since he announced

his candidacy last November. The
schedule begins tomorrow evening
when the governor will appear at a
dinner rally in Rochester, New
Hampshire. Sunday morning he
will preside at a breakfast in Portland after which time Brown will
travel to Bates. Following his
hour-long "informal talk" with students, the candidate will attend a

18 Students Dismissed
by Academic
Standing Committee
Volleyballers go 72 hours in world
record triumph. See page 10.

by Diana Silver
Staff Reporter
Eighteen students were dismissed for winter semester as a result
of the grades they achieved first
semester of this year. Of these,
eight appealed the decision to the

Dean's Forum
Discusses Harassment
By Jon Skillings
Staff Reporter
In the casual setting of Chase
Lounge Monday night, Deans
James W. Carignan, Regina H.
MacDonald, and James Reese
presided over a dean's forum in
which the topic of harassmentverbal and physical—was discussed.
Dean of the College Carignan
prefaced the discussion attended
by about 100 persons, including
several professors, with a few
background facts. Around midNovember, he said, a student entered his office and announced
that he was leaving Bates College
because a friend had been raped
and "I can't stand (the college)
anymore." The student did indeed
leave school, and that incident,
said Carignan, "opened the eyes of
what, I guess, was a very naive
Dean's Office," to the problem of
harassment on campus.
Although the problem of
harassment is not unique to this
college, it is one of great concern to
all members of the Bates community, faculty as well as students and
administrators. In fact, Carignan
said that his office received a petition from 48 faculty members who
want to help.
Most persons who attended the
forum felt that although every
member of the Bates community
had to take some responsibility in
the matter, the major part of the
burden belongs to the students,
who must become "more active,
more responsible."
Carignan pointed out that there
is a "myth" about Bates College,
"the assumption that the Dean's Office (knows what goes on) around
campus in minute detail." When
there is a problem, such as
harassment, that the administration has not acted on, students assume that the problem is condoned. Students, he said, know
more about what happens in the
dorms than does the administration.

"We're educators, not cops,"
Carignan stated, adding that die
college is trying to move away from
"laundry lists" of regulations. "I
don't think that in this day and age,
it is up to the Dean's office to be
determining how people can act."
But while the Dean's Office is not
a police force, it sometimes acts, in
conjunction with the Student Conduct Committee, as a court. Several
students have been dismissed from
school for violently harassing other
students.
Carignan brought up other myths
about control on campus. One is
that students feel that being a college student gives them license to
do as they wish. If there is no pressure for students to behave Drop(Continued on Page 4)

Academic Standing Committee,
according to Dean of the College,
James Carignan.
Freshman students achieving a
quality point ratio of less than .75
are automatically dismissed.
Sophomores, juniors and seniors
must maintain an average of over
1.0 to remain at die College. If students do not maintain an average
of 2.0, they are put on academic
probation, and if a student on
academic probation achieves less
than a 2.0, he is dismissed.
"I know that students regard
dismissal as a punitive measure."
said chairman of the Academic
Standing Committee, Ann Lee,
"but the Committee sees the dismissal as a reflection that the student needs time off to think and
evaluate his own performance and
to think about the future. Most students find the time off valuable."
Students who are dismissed may
appeal the decision to the
Academic Standing Committee by
making a formal petition and each
case is considered individually.
"It is really a quesdon of what
will benefit the students most.
When we look at appeals, we con(Continued on Page 3)

Gay Students, Faculty
Go Public with
the Issues
minimum; each member of the
Five members of the Bates College community representing Gay
at Bates (G.A.B.) spoke with Bates
Student contributor Kelly Doubleday Friday about issues that they
feel are relevant as they publicize
their heretofore confidential connection to the group. For reasons
which are explained in the context
of this article and upon the request
of the participants, names of the
interviewees have not been withheld.
by Kelly Doubleday
Student Contributor
"It's the process of functioning as
an individual in a community - we
decided it's better to live honesUy
in terms with our sexuality. We felt
from the community an obvious
confusion about what being gay
means, the general attitude seems
to be fear, stemming out of misconceptions."
This seemed to be the general
consensus of five homosexual
members of the Bates College
community who were interviewed
last Friday. During the interview
individualizing was kept to a

group felt comfortable talking in
generalizations concerning each
other. Therefore many of the
quotes here will not be attributed
to an individual but rather to the
group as an entity.
Questioned further about the decision to go public. Pete
Baranowski, a senior, expressed
his feelings that the group "can't
offer support with anonymity," as
there are substantial amounts of
students confused about their sexuality. In his own answer to the
question Professor Geoffrey Law
broke his response into four parts;
personal, political, practical and
pedagogical. Personally he feels
that "the energy involved is too
much. I'm tired of pretending.
Practically," he condnues, "the issues are being talked about now;
the time is ripest because it is
under discussion, people are
thinking about it and groups are
discussing it." Politically there
have been many events which affect Porfessor Law's opinions, such
(Continued on Page 2)

Governor Jerry Brown
12:30 luncheon at Happy Jack's Restaurant in Lewiston. Bangor is the
next stop on the governor's agenda,
where he will attend a meeting of
the county Democratic platform
committee and conduct local television interviews. Following his return trip to Portland, the governor
will speak at Seabrook, New
Hampshire on Monday morning.
Organizers of the Brown campaign approached Assistant Dean
James Reese on Wednesday afternoon to arrange the Bates visit.
Both the Bates Democratic Caucus
and the Contemporary Political
Forum were called in to help organize the event.

Brown's political philosophy so
far in the campaign has revolved
around his goal, which he sums up
as: "To preserve the earth, to serve
the people, and to explore the universe." At a speech at Harvard in
early October, Brown stated that
some of his early plans were to
scrub the MX missile system, thus
saving $50 billion, and by declining
to increase the defense budget, according to The Washington Star.
The candidate also points to his
opposition to nuclear power and
his concern for the environment as
important stands in his campaign.
"I think Governor Brown has a
record we can run on," Sante concluded.
Mark Baer, a senior, president of
the Contemporary Political
Forum, one of the organizations
helping to coordinate the event,
sees Brown's visit as "a good opportunity for both the school and the
candidate. The candidate gets
what he's looking for and Bates
gets the opportunity to see a presidential candidate. We happen to
be in a unique position, with the
caucus coming up. People always
complain that this campus is politically inactive, and this will be a
good opportunity to see how general this sentiment is."
Senior David Soley of the Bates
Democratic Caucus, the other student group working on the program, shares these sentiments. " I
am dedicated and excited about
any opportunity to bring to the students anything in regard to the real
world. (Brown) has a great interest
in college students. His whole
campaign seems to be geared for
college students, and he's been
concentrating on a college audience."

This Week
Inside The Student this week:
An Iran Update appears on Page 2.
-A Special Report on the 80s at
Bates: Can the college meet the
challenge of a new decade?
-Coverage of Men's and Women's
basketball as well as track and
hockey in Sports this week.
-Minority Student Weekend is
covered in a news report this week.
-Winter Carnival schedules of
events and other information.

sions of Bates.
-Coverage of Senator Kennedy's
trip to Lewiston on Tuesday continues inside.
-In-depth stories and a photo
essay of Bates' world record volleyballers.
-Marcus Bruce, '77, former assistant dean of admissions, takes a
look at the admissions department
specifically and the school in general as it stands today.

Next Week

-Poli Sci Professor N.R. Farokhi
discusses his views on the current
world crisis and his first impres-

Next week in the Student:
-The Student continues its political coverage next week with a look
at how the candidates are gearing
up on the Bates campus.
-A look at stress and how it can
affect you as a student.
-Full coverage of WRJR's Trivia
Night
-Continuing information on
Winter Carnival.
The Bates Student will provide
full coverage of Governor Brown's
visit to Bates and his afternoon
luncheon in Lewiston in next
week's issue.
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Kennedy to Lewiston: "American Spirit Is Alive and Well9'
by Diana Silver, Staff Reporter
and Jon Marcus, Assistant Editor
Speaking Tuesday night before
an audience of over 2,000, estimated by Kennedy staffers to be
15% Bates students, Senator Edward M. Kennedy reiterated some
of the themes which have dominated his presidential campaign.
Inflation, energy and the hardships of the elderly, Kennedy said,
are among his greatest concerns. In
addition, the candidate touched on
issues of foreign policy, but did not
elaborate on any specific incidents.

the people of this community... is
the rising tide of inflation," stated
Kennedy. Three years ago, the inflation rate was less than 5% while
today it stands at almost 13%; interest rates have risen from 6% to
15%.
"Those are statistics, my friends,"
said Kennedy, "but they are also
statistics which must be measured
in human terms... To be able to
own your own home, educate your
children, these are part of the
American dream."
Kennedy next addressed the
concerns of the elderly, including
the problems created by the problems of the high cost of prescription drugs, heat, food and shelter to
persons on a fixed income.
"Elderly people tonight in
Lewiston are having to make what I
consider immoral judgments of
having to choose between one of
the three (prescription drugs, heat
and food) in order to be able to live
in peace and dignity," he said, to
Presidential hopeful with Governor Joseph Brennan
applause from the audience, "one
(photo by Jon Hall)
of the tests of civilization is
Cindi Lohman, Kennedy coorwhether the civilization is going to confidence of our allies and the rehave respect for its elderly citi- spect of our adversaries... I, for dinator for Bates, stated "The
zens." Later, Kennedy was more one, am tired of reading about em- Bates turnout was really encouragadamant. "I'm tired of seeing bassies that are sacked or hostages ing. I think it suggests an openprices rise for our elderly citizens, held, or Soviet troops in Afghanis- mindedness in the students. The
telling them they have to be colder tan."
Kennedy went on to repeat a
for America. I think we can do betSenator Edward Kennedy
theme which has dominated his
ter."
(photo by Jon Hall)
The senator went on to criticize campaign by criticizing the
Kennedy arrived over an hour the current administration for the "suggestion of this administration
late at the Multi-Purpose Center in decontrol of oil. "Mid East sheiks," that there is a malaise in the spirit
Lewiston to not altogether over- he said, "will set the price of your of the American people'... I find
whelming chants of "We Want home heating oil." The administra- that the American spirit is alive
Kennedy." Flanked by Governor tion, explained Kennedy, had and well."
Introducing the candidate,
Joseph Brennan, former senator hoped that additional profits could
William Hathaway and members help oil companies to research formersenator Hathaway declared
of his family, Kennedy attacked the new energy sources. "Now, what that, in his opinion, "courage is the
current administration for an ab- does Mobil Oil Company do with primary ingredient of leadership,"
sence of defined policies.
their profits? They go out and buy and went on to state that Kennedy
"I am concerned with the failure Montgomery Ward Department was "head and shoulders above all
of the development of a sensible, Store. Now, I ask the people of others in the race."
Also accompanying the senator
rational economic policy in the Lewiston; how much oil do you
United States that protects the think Mobil Oil Company is going to was Johnny Bucyck of the Boston
working people of Lewiston or of find drilling in the aisles of Bruins. In an interview after the speech was disappointing in
Montgomery Ward Department speech, Bucyck stated that he was length, but I think Kennedy was remy own state, Massachusetts," said
Kennedy. Continuing to compare Store?" Laughter and applause supporting Kennedy because ally in top form tonight."
"we've been friends for a long time
Laurie Parkin, a Kennedy state
the similar problems faced by both greeted the statement.
Massachusetts and Maine the
Finally, Kennedy commented on and he's a good fan. After every staffer, stated that "the turnout was
senator cited his 17-year tenure in the foreign policy decisions of the game I've done something good in, great. I think Kennedy really got
the U.S. Senate.
current administration. "It is time he's written me a personal letter, through to the people here tonight
and talked about what concerns
"One of the things that trouble
to have a foreign policy that has the and I've never forgotten that."

them most"
Mayor Paul Dionne, although
seen holding a "Kennedy '80" button, declared that he was "still
straddling the line" and would not
commit himself to a candidate yet
The reactions of Lewiston citizens were mixed. One citizen
commented "I really liked him, because he means what he says. He
works for the people, not for the
power." Another citizen reacted
differently. "I was very disappointed. He could have said it all in
two minutes, nice and sweet. You
know what I have to say? 'God bless
America'."
In a poll published last week in
The Student. 24.4% of those polled
supported Kennedy to 30.2% for
Carter in a random phone survey of
86 students.
Lewiston Kennedy campaign
coordinator Chris Callahan, a 1978
Bates graduate, was pleased with
the event. "Obviously, we had a
very, very successful turnout. The
general comments I heard was that
he was very good. It seems like the
Kennedy momentum is coming
back.
"Some of the Bates kids were a
little disappointed, but they have
to understand the entire scope of

i:

(photo by Jon Hall)
this thing," he continued, stressing
that the candidates are still trying
to capture opinion. "There are a lot
of undecided people out there.
People want to vote for the
winner. The support was there, we
think, but it's going to be a struggle."

"The fact that we are gay doesn't alter our values

Gay Students, Faculty Go Public with the Issues
(Continued from Page 1)
as the assassination of Harvey Milk
in San Francisco and the passage
in the Maine state legislature of
two bills restricting the rights of
gays. "I want to prevent this nonsense from becoming general policy." Pedagogically Professor Law
feels that coming out publicly "will
serve a real educational (Unction
in the Bates community." He believes, and statistics tend to support him. that one out of four students at Bates will have to face the
matter of homosexuality on a personal level, concerning either a
family member or a friend, at some
point in their lives. He believes
that dealing with the issue now will
better prepare students for a possible confrontation in the (Uture.

changed." Bob Carr. a sophomore,
replied that "in a one-on-one relationship where caring is involved
it's easy. You can't calculate a prediction of everyone before you talk
to them. The more comfortable you
are with your friends the more
comfortable they will feel." In contrast to Cochran's and Carr's positive beliefs Baranowski feels that
there will be more negative reactions. "I haven't told very many
people, just some of my closest
friends. I think everyone will be
shocked at first, but I tend to believe that more of my casual
friends will react negatively, males
in particular." Coehran summed it
up for the group. "It's important for
people to realize that we are the
same students that have been here

ii

Fm tired of pretending .

99

— a Bates professor
"We're not doing this for personal
notoriety or to be in the spotlight,
but the issue has to be dragged up
and made an issue before there
can be acceptance."
In context with their coming out
publicly the interviewees were
asked how they fell their friends
would react to the news. This was
one case where the answers were
individualized. I-arri Coehran, a
senior, feels that she will not have
many negative reactions. "I realize
that there will be uncomfortable
instances but I'm very open to talking, I've told most of my friends and
none of my friendships have
•
■

■

from two to four years. We're the
same people with the same-values;
the fact that we are gay doesn't
alter our values, it doesn't serve as
our focal point. Many Interactions
will remain the same."
Richard Thibeault is a member
of the Bates College staff. "Most of
my friends know that I am gay." he
explains. "I anticipate no major
difference in dealing with Bates."
Thibeault feels that he can make a
contribution to G.A.B. because he
has been politically out for the past
four or five years. He believes that
"gay people need to communicate,
they need to feel each other's pre-

sence." Threrfore he believes that
although G.A.B. is not an official
group it does have a definite future
at Bates and within the Lewiston
community. "Women, gays and
minorities have a better chance at

about what it means to be gay is a
slow one." Baranowski says, "I told
my folks my senior year in high
school. They were not thrilled - it
came down to a fight • but they
gradually have come to accept it

"the issue has to be dragged up
and made an issue
understanding life because of the
friction they face. Many heterosexuals don't question things. They
just follow the beaten path,"
Thibeault says.
According to Carr, "Each individual has a different process of
realization as far as their sexuality. You don't just wake up one
morning and say 'oh I'm gay'. It's a
longand difficult process involving
making a life decision. For the
most part people discover their
homosexuality early. How they
deal with it is as various as the individual involved." Coehran says
that she "wasn't aware early in life
of any homosexual feelings." although she believes her parents
were good role models because
they never condemned homosexuality. "I never considered being gay
until there was some object for
such feelings and that did happen
at Bates."
In response to a question concerning how their families reacted
to the news of their homosexuality,
again the answers were individualized. Carr feels that his family was very helpful and open
minded although the "process of
clearing up one's misconceptions

99

and my friends." Coehran says her
family has become aware of the
situation recently and they are
"working it out." There was mixed
acceptance and understanding,
and they have been loving and
supporting."
Some issues need clearing up.
the group felt, and to this end they
cited Don Clark, Ph.D., author of
l/wing Someone Gay, Clark says,

"Being gay doesn't mean that I am
unable to have satisfying
heterosexual relationships but
that I am able to have satisfying
homosexual relationships." The
group realizes that people are
going to be uncomfortable with the
issue and they explain that they
will be happy to talk to any group or
individual formally or informally
about it
When asked about future plans
and goals, none of those talked to
felt that there would be any
changes in their professional goals.
They did mention, however, that
Bates may be due for some
changes. Among these will be the
establishment of G.A.B. as a selfsustaining group and. they hope for
more "healthy gay activities and
socializing at Bates."

Environment Committee
Continues Recycling
Program
The Bates College Environment
Committee recycled a total of 4840
pounds of paper during the fall
semester. Twenty-five percent of
the paper was sold to an insulating
company in Lewiston where newspaper is processed into cellulose, a
frequently used type of insulation.
The college insulated a number of
residential houses on campus with
cellulose during the past summer.
The Environment Committee

would like to encourage any interested members of the college
community to participate in the recycling program on campus by saving papers and joining us at the
recycling shed on Sundays at noon.
The recycling shed, located between Small House and Frye
House, can be opened at other
times during the week by getting
the key at the concierge.

i
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Former Dean
Discusses Admissions Problems

On Tuesday morning at approximately 7:30 an incinerator backed
up at Adams, causing fears of fire. The Lewiston Fire Departpent
responded promptly to the alarm, but no damage was reported.
(photo by Jon Hall)

Academic
Standing
Committee
(Continued from Page 1)

number of different reasons. Lee
mentioned medical problems, family problems and too large a commitment to extracurriculars as
some appeals made. Yet no appeal
is automatically granted for any
reason.
sider them as exceptions and try to
"We try to judge how much each
determine not who deserves to problem affected the student's
have the 'punishment' lifted, but academic performance in making
who will not benefit from the time our decision. Of course, our decioff." stated Lee.
sion is based on the information
One student commented that she each student provides and we try to
was "not really distressed that my make the best judgement we can. If
appeal was turned down. I think we decide that a particular cirthat the plans I have for my time off cumstance influenced the student
will help to re-evaluate the college so that he could not academically
experience and return with a bet- perform well and we grant an apter perspective and a more clear peal, we make the assumption that
idea of why I'm going to college." the circumstance is unlikely to
Students who appeal have a occur again." said Lee.

by Ethan Whitaker
Staff Reporter
During this year's controversies
on the question of minority representation on campus, the name
of former Assistant Dean of Admissions Marcus Bruce has been
heard constantly. In his tenure in
the admissions office, the percentage of blacks in the freshman classes fell from 4.7% in 1975 to 1.2% in
1979. Dean of the College James W.
Carignan has stated "a black presence in admissions should have
been reflected in this year's or last
year's class, but it wasn't"
President T. Hedley Reynolds
"As chairman of the Committee, I
try to insure adequate discussion
of all sides of an appeal before the
motion to deny or grant an appeal
is brought to vote. Since I have
worked on the Committee (seven
years) I would say there has been a
slight increase in the number of
students dismissed for academic
reasons." commented Lee.
In order to gain re-admittance to
the College, a dismissed student
must formally appeal to the
Academic Standing Committee
and ask to be re-admitted on the
basis of what he has learned in his
time off.
"Generally, none of these appeals are denied. Of course, if a student is dismissed again, he can not
be re-admitted." said Lee.

Near-East Update

UN Deplores Soviet Action
The United Nations "strongly action. Thirty nations were not
deplored" the Soviet assault on Af- counted at the UN emergency sesganistan by a vote of 104-18 on sion. There were 18 abstentions
Monday. The UN called for "im- and 12 absent third world counmediate, unconditional and total tries African, Asian, and Latin
withdrawal" of the foreign troops American countries who are usufrom Afghanistan. The Soviet ally in support of the Soviet reUnion was not directly named in fused that support in the voting.
the resolution.
A similar vote calling for the
withdrawal of foreign troops from
The vote has been said to reflect Afghanistan a week last Monday
widespread dismay among third was vetoed by Moscow. In this votworld countries concerning Soviet ing session many third world na-

tions felt endangered by the
Soviets. As many as 100,000 Soviet
troops have poured into Afganistan.
Few actually expect the resolution to affect the situation in Afghanistan. Neigher Tass nor Radio
Moscow mentioned the results of
the vote. The Soviets' media have
been running an anti-American
campaign since President Carter's
remarks against Soviet action in
Afghanistan.

World News Capsules
THE IRANIAN RULING REVOLUTIONARY COUNCIL announced on Monday that all
American journalists would have
to leave Iran. This statement affects more than 90 people
employed by American news organizations. Abolghassen Sodegh,
the foreign press chief at the Ministry of National Guidance stated
that journalists would be given
adequate time "for their convenience." They are to be out of Iran by
midnight tonight. Ayatollah Ruhol
lah Khomeini issued no comment
on the decision although it is be-

lieved to have his approval.
PRIME MINISTER INDIRA
GANDI took the oath of office on
Tuesday. Her Cabinet ministers
were for the most part men with no
national reputations or former
Cabinet experience. Gandhi returned to power with a two thirds
majority in the Parliament.
FORD MOTOR CO. refused to
alter the Pinto fuel system "for the
sole reason that they would save
money by not doing so." according
to prosecutor Michael A. Cosentino
in a statement to the Pulaski Circuit Court jury. James F. Neal,

chief Ford attorney, stated that the
Ford Pinto was safer than many
sub-compact cars. He also stated
that Ford recalled all 1971-76 Pintos in June of 1978. At present Ford
is charged with three counts of reckless homicide.
PRESIDENT . CARTER ANNOUNCED Tuesday that he will
deliver his State of the Union Address on January 23. Aides stated
that Carter may make the address a
promised statement concerning
the Soviet Union. A written State of
the Union message will be released next Monday.

Tax Referendum
Up for Vote Next Week
If Auburn voters enact the proposed tax limitations when they go
to the polls in a referendum election one week from Tuesday, there
will be an approximate loss of
ninety-six jobs.
According to City Manager
Charles A. Morrison the possible
job cuts will be based on discussions by the City Council. The cuts

will be spread as fairly as possible
between the municipal departments. This would mean that larger
departments would be the ones to
suffer the most from the tax limitation if it goes into effect
On the basis of Morrison's estimates the school department will
be losing 46 positions. Last week
Roy D. Loux said that there will be

"more than 10" positions cut in the
School Department in order to
meet the limits established by the
City Council's resolve to keep
spending at a level rate.
There was a public hearing held
last month at Hasty Memorial Armory where there were none of the
original supporters of the referendum present

DateLine: Lewiston
OLYMPIA SNOWE OF AU- lor a more ettective representative.
BURN, Republican congresswoHUD OFFICIALS ATTENDED
men from Maine's large second A LEWISTON ground-breaking
District approached celebrity ceremony for a six level parking
status during her first year in of- garage at Ash and Canal Streets.
fice. Snowe is the youngest of the 16 The ceremony took place on Tueswomen in the House of Represen- day. Maine Governor Joseph Brentatives. Last summer she was nan also attended the groundthe only first-termer among a breaking. In addition Moon Landgroup of congresswomen who vis- rieu, the Urban Development Secited Cambodia in November. retary also attended the ceremony.
Snowe did comment that the media
LEWISTON OWNERS OF
attention has given her the recog- SINGLE-FAMILY
HOUSING
nition in Washington that makes

UNITS and commercial buildings in Lewiston may be eligible
to take advantage of federal money
to help local residents to improve
properties. Monday afternoon
Lewiston Housing Authority staff
announced that Lewiston has received $120,000 from Department
of Housing and Urban Development Not all property owners are
eligible to receive a portion of the
grant, as certain requirments must
be met

has commented, "I seem to remember two years ago, one of our
principal mechanisms of getting
good black students was to bring a
group of them up to campus for a

Marcus Bruce
substantial period of time and let
them live here and see what it was
like. But two years ago, as I remember, it was Marcus Bruce's
(who was on the admissions staff
and who was black) feeling that
this was an ineffective way to recruit blacks... a black who was on
the staff argued that they ought to
do away with one of the
mechanisms that they had the year
before and nothing was substituted
in its place."
Additionally, Marcus Bruce was
involved in a water balloon incicent last short term in which Bruce
reportedly accused the students
involved of having racial tendencies.
Bruce, now married and attending Yale Divinity School, returned
to campus last weekend for a religion seminar and agreed to be interviewed concerning these controversies.
Responding to Reynolds on the
subject of minority weekend
(which was reinstituted this year),
Bruce stated that the program was
ineffectual as generally only five
or six of the prospective students
involved were actually qualifed.
Out of these only one or two ever
decided to attend Bates. According
to Bruce this program would have
been counter productive last year
because Bates was in the process of
establishing an entirely new admissions staff. Thus the time
spent on such an ineffectual tour
would probably have detracted

from the actual functioning of the
staff.
Bruce elaborated that Bates
should get out into the high schools
in an attempt to recruit minorities
and not strictly sticking with the
inner city. There will be a resulting
increase in minority representation if Bates makes itself known to
as many prospective students as
possible.
Bruce claims that at Bates he
never felt any real animosity directed towards him because he
was black. He attributes this partially to the days when his parents
were in the Air Force and he was
always in predominantly white
surroundings. Bruce was one of the
first blacks integrated into a
Montgomery, Alabama Junior
High School. Primarily, though,
Bruce did not think of his being
black as a disadvantage. Instead of
stereotyping himself into a black
role, with black dress and black
music, Bruce claims that he tried to
learn from the other cultural outlets available to him sucb as
athletics and politics.
Yet the former Bates student
reiterated the need for cultural
diversity especially among the faculty. Bruce believes that Bates
has a very real commit ment to the
acquisition of black faculty members but is unsure how to go about
it He stated that Bates did quite
well when it hired James Reese as
Dean of Students, as Bruce feels he
has done an excellent job and is a
real asset to the entire student
body as well as faculty. As for the
admissions staff. Bruce questions
the hiring of Gary Washington as a
black representative in the admissions office. "I have nothing against
Gary and I am sure he is bright and
is trying quite hard but I question
his qualifications, being young and
only a year out of college. I think
the college tried too hard to find a
black and didn't really search for
the most qualified and experienced candidate."
As for the resignation of Dean
Mary Spence, Bruce is still "milling '
it over." He believes that her resignation will provide a greater
stimulation and consciousness in
solving the problem, but he is not
sure in leaving whether she did
more harm than good. But "her resignation may just be a death and
resurrections syndrome, leaving
she may bring the issue more to life
than ever before."

Consul General
Comments on Israeli
Point of View
by Ethan Whi taker
Staff Reporter
On Tuesday, January 9, Mr.
Michael Bavly, the Consul General
of Israel in New England, spoke in
Chase Lounge on the topic "Pros
pects for peace in the Middle East:
The Israeli point of view." The presentation, sponsored by the Bates
H i lie I Society, was attended by approximately 50 persons.
Bavly began his presentation by
remarking on the astonishing
speed with which a peace accord
was arrived at after Egyptian President Anwar Sadat's historic trip to
Jerusalem in November of 1977.
Bavly made a point that he was to
reiterate throughout the discussion: that peace was brought about
with Egypt and could result with
other Arab nation simply with the
recognition of Israel's right to exist.
Mr. Bavly outlined his government's five year plan for autonomy
and self-government for Palestinians on the West Bank. This plan
does not provide for an independent state on the West Bank, but
just an opportunity for self rule. In
addition Israel wants to keep
troops in designated areas on the
West Bank for defense purposes.

During a question and answer
session Bavly was asked how he
could legitimate the existence of a
Jewish state but not a Palestinian
one despite the fact that both are
recognized by the U.N. Bavly
stated that the Arab nations had
attacked and destroyed the U.N. —
instituted Palestine/Israel partition in 1948. Thus it was the Arabs
that destroyed Palestine, not the
Jews. Bavly maintained that the
resulting cease fire line of the 1948
war in which both Israel and Jordan seized Palestinian territory
could not be changed. Because history can not be turned back neither
side is willing to start over to conditions as they existed after WWD.
Yet Bavly did suggest that a Palestinian state could be set up in Jordan.
Bavly spoke briefly about the
Palestinian Liberation Organization claiming that they have killed
650 Jews and 360 Arabs and have
wounded 3,000 and 2,000 of each
group. He stated that Israel had no
basis for negotiations with the PLO
as long as the PLO insisted on the
destruction of the state of Israel
and the expulsion of all post 1917
Jewish immigranst from the resulting country.
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Special Report

The 80s

Can Bates Meet the Challenge of Its Toughest Decade Yet?
Education

Faculty May Be Hurt
by Budget Concerns

the renovation of some parts of
Roger Williams Hall.
"The renovation of Rand has got
to happen in the 1960's. We haven't
put much money into the building
lately because we are anticipating
that renovation. Roger Williams
also needs major repair and renovation work. Both dorms have
space which is being wasted and
problems with heating. So I expect
the 80's will see a serious investment in those two buildings," said
Carpenter.
Carpenter also identified a need
for more classroom buildings, but
stated that, "the thinking and planning of which is not sufficiently advanced to meaningfully comment."
In addition. Carpenter commented on the acre of beach land
owned by Bates College and its

by Mary Terry
~
In a recent interview Dean of the careful review of the purposes and
faculty Carl B. Straub discussed content of the short term and an
education at Bates in the 1980 s increase of interest within the dewith The Student. One of his main
concerns centered on rising inflation and energy costs in relation to
the college as a whole.
The college will have to make
changes in the already lean annual
budget in order to maintain current academic standards. These
problems will hopefully be overcome by successful endowment in"I expect the 80suill
creases along with the current capital campaign goals.
see a serious
As far as economic problems in
attracting both good faculty and
investment in Rand
students Straub stated "I also
and
Roger
think, however, that the quality
and diversity of both Faculty and
Williams ..."
students will become a major chalplans for the use of the property.
lenge for us, and any falling short of
"We have considered building a
meeting such a challenge will
lab station and overnight accom
create problems." It appears the
modations for students to use. I
Dean Carl Straub
problem lies in the fact that many
think that although the planning is
bright students soon may not be partments to create curricular still in embryo form, that will hap
able to afford a small private col- connections among the departpen in the 80s. Part of the force
lege like Bates. In addition, it ments."
behind the plans will be student
seems that institutions such as
In terms of academic facilities interest in the project, I think."
Bates may not be able to hire both the college is looking toward comstates Carpenter.
qualified and diverse faculty.
pleting the goals for new facilities
Finally, Carpenter predicted a
When asked about changes in the for art, music, and theater. There tuition increase for every year, due
education Bates students will re- has also been a concern expressed to the rising costs of inflation.
ceive in the 80's Straub replied, by many about new science
•We certainly don't want to de"Significant aspects of colleges facilities.
crease our standards. Costs are
tend not to change rapidly. BasiStraub hopes to see incoming continually going up, so I don't see
cally, I think this will be a decade students of the 80's better prepared any alternative to the tuition inof consolidation, of strengthening by their high schools. He also ex- crease," said Carpenter.
what has been put into place dur- pressed hope that incoming stuing the 70's, rather than a time of dents will have improved writing
major innovations and expansion." and speaking skill.
The college hopes to maintain
In closing Straub stated, "The
the student-faculty ration of 14:1 task, it seems to me, is to balance
and the continuing strong com- much more than we have during
mitment of teaching of the faculty the 1970's the concerns of indimembers. In respect to the cur- viduals for pursing their won inriculumn Straub commented "I an- terests with the civic and cultural
ticipate no significant change in responsibilities of the academy to
By the end of the 70s everyone
the content or structure of the cur- nurture and awareness of human
seemed to be infected by the sports
riculum. I do think there will be a solidarity."
craze. Ordinary people were "reborn," wearing Jimmy Connors
headbands, Adidas shoes and
boasting ten miles a day. Now, as
we inch into the 80s we see a rise in
popularity of many sports, swimming, squash, racquetball and roller skating among them.
Will this fitness fanatic period
end with the 80s? Some people
claim it will, but Bob Hatch, direcBy Diana Silver
tor of athletics at Bates, disagrees.
Bates College can look forward will be made on the plans before "I can see us going nowhere but up.
to a number of changes in its buil- construction would begin. The He added that great strides will be
dings in the 1980s, according to ground level will house the audio made in women's sports. "In the 80s
Treasurer and Vice-President of and special collections and pro- we will see the transformation of
the College, Bernard Carpenter.
vide more open stacks and study women in sports ... they will come
into Uieir own."
The two major changes to take space.
Hatch cited Title IX as the main
place in the 1960s will be the deCarpenter stated that because
velopment of a new Fine Arts the college has not decided to ex- force behind the improvement in
Center and the completion of the pand its size, no increase in hous- women's sports, even thbugh
"many men complain about it" At
ground floor in the library. While ing is forecast.
plan's for both are not yet finalized,
"The college plans to balance Bates the blending of the men's
Mr. Carpenter expects the build- enrollment down after (his year's and women's athletic departments
ings to be completed in the 80's.
freshman class so we don't plan to occurred six years ago. Before, "the
"The architects are still studying increase the housing available. We women had nothing and the men
possibilities for the new Fine Arts may find that a different type of had everything."
Cenfer and when the money from
At Bates several changes are
the capital campaign comes in, I "We don't plan to
predicted in the athletic departexpect we will begin to evaluate
ment for the 80s, both physical and
winch possibility seems most feas- increase the housing procedural ones. One obvious adibly The plans for the library were available . . . "
dition will be the new gym. When
drawn up when the rest of the libasked for a date of completion,
rary was built, but we did not feel it housing from the small houses on Hatch smiled. "I would say the
-necessary to complete the con- Wood and Frye Street is more middle of March ... hopefully, by
struction at that time. Now, since economical or desired by the stu- April first, but that's probably a
the library is beginning to again be dents, but we have no plans to in- bad date."
crowded, I think we will begin to crease housing at this time," stated
The new facility will hold six
re-evaluate those plans and begin Carpenter.
convertible squash courts, two
Carpenter added that Bates can racquetball courts, a pool, and ofconstruction," stated Carpenter.
Carpenter added that within the expect to see the renovation of fices for five of Bates' seventeen
next few years some modifications Rand Hall in the 1980s as well as coaches. It has no basketball court.

Development

$5 Million To Go
in Capital Campaign
by Diana
Director of Development James
C. Warren, is optimistic about the
1980s and the success of the capital
campaign.
Warren attributed the success of
the campaign to the increased
number of contributors and increased pledges those contributors
are making.
"We have two concerns, really.
The first is the raising of funds to
meet the articulated needs of the
college. The second is the raising of
sights of the contributors. I think
we have been raising the sights of
contributors who have pledged
$100 a year in the past into contributing $5000 for the capital campaign." said Warren.
Warren state that one of his objectives is to educate the contributors. He believes that by askingfora pledge fora specific building or facility he has more success
in convincing the contributor of the
need.
"'I am very encouraged by the
number of understanding alumni
who are making gifts. We are making good progress with the campaign; we have over seven million
dollars so far. It is certainly an optimistic bench mark." said Warren.
"There is an ever-widening net of
people, companies and foundations learning of and interested in
Bates. President Reynolds has
done an exhausting job contacting and informing interested par-

Silver
ties about Bates." stated Warren.
Warren added that the process of
obtaining funds is often long and
not always successful. "We have
often courted a foundation for six,
seven, eight years. And in the 1980's
there will be an increasing competition for grants and gifts. But
with the increasing number of parties informed about Bates, we have
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an advantage by the percentage
rates."
Although Warren admitted the
difficulties faced by the economy
will have an effect on the success of
the campaign, he believes that "it
will be counterbalanced by the increased work of our volunteers."

Athletics

Hatch: "I can see us
going nowhere but up

The Campus

Rand, Roger Bill
Slated
for Renovation

by Melanie Spencer
and Hatch mentioned the conversion of the cage into one as a project for the 80s. New equipment,
either ordered or planned, includes an acu track timing system
for the new facility's track and a
touch timing system for the pool.
Obviously P.E. offerings will
double within the next few years, if
there is adequate interest and
funding. In the late 60s the athletic
department offered only ten
sports; now that number has doubled. Hatch hopes that it will double again in the 80s but funding will
be the major drawback. "If inflation continues at its current rate,
the budget will have to double." He
added that if cuts did occur, they
would be more likely with the intercollegiate teams than with the
P.E. offerings; schedules would be
shortened and overnight or extended trips would be eliminated.
Bates teams are not a major con-

cern, in terms of improvement
measures for the 80s. Hatch
explained that while Bates has had
some exceptional teams (women's
volleyball, men's track), most Bates
athletes are of "average quality." "I
would be satisfied if our teams
break even in the conference.
We've had no disastrous and no
undefeated teams, and I don't see
that as changing much in the future."
An example of this view in practice is the absence of athletic scholarships. Hatch claimed that there
was not even a "remote possibility"
that Bates would grant promising
athletes funds in the future.
In general. Hatch seemed optimistic about future athletics at
Bates but he seemed to question
his optimism. "My hope is that we
offer more to the students, but with
a smaller budget and inflation, I
don't know."
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Admittainna

Minority
Student
Recruiting
Goal of
the 80s
by Scott EUloT
The coming decade holds many
changes for Bates College and a
key aspect to the future is the role
of admissions in determining the
student body of the next decade.
In an interview with Dean William Hiss, head of the admissions
office, several aspects of the new
decade were discussed. Dean Hiss
feels that a problem that Bates,
along with all other colleges, will
face is the decreasing number of
high school graduates that will be
available for acceptance. This increased competition for the good
students will put a lot of pressure
on the admissions people.
Hiss cites a number of things that
will hopefully give Bates the advantage in the coming years. Increased numbers of alumni are
being utilized for local recruitment
of students in the area high
schools. This already has had an
effect as a good amount of the
minority students here last
weekend for Minority Student
Weekend were counseled and informed by area alumni.
A new program starting this year
involves the use of Bates students,
particularly the student hosts and
tour guides, to visit their high
schools over vacations and hold
small informational meetings with
interested students. A third program that Hiss cites is the expansion
of travel across New England and
the country by the admissions department in order to publicize
Bates on a grander scale. There
will be an increase in minority recruitment also, according to Hiss.
As far as the size of the student
body is concerned, Dean Hiss sees
no substantial change as far as policy is concerned. He recognizes
that small fluctuations may occur
by chance, but nothing on a large
scale.
When asked about possibilities
of increased or decreased admissions criteria for acceptance, Hiss
could only say that it was impossible to predict the quality of an
applicant pool from year to year
and that he hoped that the current
trend of Bates being a popular
school would continue and that in
all probability would insure an
improved or comparable applicant
pool in the next decade.

The Arts
Fine Arts
Center Key
to Arts
Growth
by Scott Damon
The college's projected Fine
Arts Center is looked to by all the
school's arts departments as a
panacea for their ills.
All of the major arts concerns at
Bates — the music, art and theater
departments as well as Treat Gallery share the problem of a lack of
space. This, above all else, is what
they are looking to the center as a
remedy for.
The music department desires
that the center include a small
concert hall, practice rooms with
practice pianos, a seminar room, a
music theory room and classrooms
as well as housing a practice organ.
The department of theater is
looking for a studio, extra performing, classroom and storage space
and an improvement in facilities
sufficient to attract touring theatrical and dance companies as well
as larger extra-college audiences.

The Bates Student
The art department needs more
storage space as well in addition to
a more unified location. Treat Gallery is looking for more exhibition
space, perhaps with better security
so that it might attract more valuable items for exhibition.
The center may also house a
slide library, practice studios, a
music library and an art studio.
Curriculum will be greatly altered in all the arts departments in

the 1980s. The music department is
considering adding more hours of
practice to its major requirements
while theater department chairman Martin Andrucki is this year
on an Andrew Mellon fellowship
reviewing his department's major
requirements.
The art department is now stressing and will continue to stress
painting as the main focus of its
courses, but hopes to introduce

courses in basic sculpture, architecture and photography. Bill
Conner of the theater department
hopes to start a film-making course.
Treat Gallery is altering its
exhibition policy in an effort to attract more persons. Having formerly exhibited the works of only
one or two Maine artists at a time, it
will now be placing greater emphasis on group exhibits and historical shows.

Over the course of the 1970s the
arts grew at Bates as never before.
They have now achieved such a
scope that to advance further they
can no longer employ facilities
built in the 1960s.
However, the 2.4 million dollar
capital campaign for the Fire Arts
Center still has two and a half years
to run and neither a design nor a
location for the structure is yet definite.

The City

New Mayor Sees Revitalization of Lewiston
Newly inaugurated Lewiston
mayor Paul Dionne stated in an interview last week that the revitalization of Lewiston, and the
achievement of more "harmonious
relations" between Bates College
and Lewiston, were two goals of his
administration as the city faces the
•80s.
Dionne stated that because of the
enormous inflation rate, his administration will have a "restrained policy" towards new capital improvement plans, but will
concentrate on those plans which
have already been started. One of
the major plans he cited was the
construction of Lewiston's first
multi-level parking garage, which
will begin in a few months.
"Because we plan to eliminate
much of the parking in the
downtown area, we need to provide the consumers with ample
parking somewhere else. The parking garage is actually the keystone
to the revitalized areas because we
can replace the old parking
facilities with larger sidewalks,
more trees and benches and small
parks. We are also planning a
major facelifting of the downtown
buildings." said Dionne.
Dionne hopes that the revitalization of the downtown area will help
improve relations with Bates students and faculty. He hopes that by
making Lewiston "more pleasant,"
Bates will be able to benefit from
some of its attractions and therefore be more involved in the Lewiston community.
"I think that the restoration and
preservation of the buildings will
have some cultural impact in its
aesthetic appeal. I think the area
will have more cultural appeal to
traveling performers, craftsmen
and artists, which will therefore
draw the Bates community down
into Lewiston much more readily,"
stated Dionne.
Dionne stated that he thought

by Diana
that college officials were beginning to help open lines of communication with the Lewiston
community, although more could
be done.
"Lewiston is very lucky to have
Bates here. From an economic
point of view, the college increases
the salability of Lewiston to potential industries. The college increases commerce. But in another
sense, Bates provides access for
Lewiston residents to concerts, lectures, labs and library resources.
Bates administrators have certainly helped the relationship with
the Lewiston community in their
willingness to involve Lewiston
citizens in their cultural events.
Ideally, I'd like to see the gap
bridged between the two communities and I think this will begin
to happen in the 1960s," Dio'nne
stated.
As Dionne cited in his inaugural

Silver
speech, avoiding an increase in the
city budget is his main concern.
That policy requires that the city
will have to operate within the
means of last year, while also accepting a cut in the federal funds
the city receives.
'The cut in funds means that it
will be very difficult to avoid a tax
increase. We have already planned
a reassessment of the property
taxes in the residential areas
which should result in a raise in
taxes for many Lewiston citizens.
Although this tax increase is certainly regrettable, it is also unavoidable. Residential property is
presently extremely under-taxed,
while commercial property is
over-taxed. Thus, in order to avoid
a suit of any kind, the property
reassessment is necessary," said
Dionne.
Dionne blames much of the unemployment troubles on a lack of

Lewiston Mayor Paul Dionne

leadership from Washington. Although he intends his budget policy to set an example for the Lewiston citizens, Dionne maintains that
the spiraling inflation is beyond
his control.
"We need more leadership from
Washington, with less spending
and solid guidance to help us
through. Without a decrease in unemployment and inflation rates,
not much else is going to help,"
stated Dionne.
Though Dionne is presently uncommitted, he stated that he has
been approached by both Kennedy
and Carter camps in a request for
his support.
"Before the Iran crisis, I was approached by both camps, and I
have been continually contacted
since then. Of course, I would receive any candidate visiting Lewiston courteously. Yet, I am still uncommitted. At my inauguration.
Senator Muskie told me that Mr.
Carter has been as sensitive to the
needs of the Maine people as any
president he had ever worked with.
Conversely, since Mr. Kennedy is
from the New England area, he will
naturally be more sensitive to the
area's problems and needs," said
Dionne.
Finally, Dionne projected a
hopeful forecast for the I960 s, with
the expectation that the revitalization of downtown Lewiston bringing more industry and commerce,
as well as cultural events, to the
city.
"I think the 1980 s look positive
for Lewiston. Certainly, we will
face the problems of unemployment and inflation, but I believe
that with the aid of the new charter,
the city administrators will be
doing much more for Lewiston. Our
relationship with the Bates community will improve, and new industry and trade will center in a
revitalized Lewiston,'" stated
Dionne.

Problems
of
the
80s
In the face of energy shortages and inflation,
it's not going to be smooth sailing . . .
As the prospects of the 80s at
Bates are scrutinized, it becomes
clear that several problems stand
out to render this the most challenging decade the college has yet
had to face.
Among the major problems can
be included the problem inherent
in the fluctuating economy of the
country. The threat of recession
combined with the instability in
the Middle East, explains Director
of Development James C. Warren,
will have a great effect on the
money available. So far, he says,
Bates has not really been affected.
Other things threatening the
status quo at Bates include energy,
inflation, and problems in the
economy in general. Warren explains that increased competition
for foundation, company and individual gifts and grants is becoming
clearer in the 1980s.
The problems of the 80s can be
summed up in one category. "Increasing costs of heating and construction," Vice President for Business Affairs Bernard Carpenter
says, "will have to be balanced to
maintain the fine quality of Bates'
standards despite continuing in-

creasing costs."
Inflation will also, of course,
cause a continuing rise in tuition.
President T. Hedley Reynolds
finds that particularly disturbing,
citing the fact that Bates has begun
to draw substantial numbers of
students from the middle class; it is
middle classes which will be most
seriously affected by inflation during the coming decade.
As many of the experts consulted
in the preparation of this report
have explained that the interaction between the college and the
Lewiston community will become
more important as the decade
progresses, some of the problems
of the city itself must also be taken
into account here.
Energy problems will also be
significant during the decade.
Solar heating in Cahse Hall and the
library, as both these systems become more fully implemented, will
be evaluated to determine their
economic feasibility in other areas
of the campus. Other alternatives,
including coal, oil, wind and solar
power, will have to be evaluated in
order to meet energy needs of the
college.
■•■•-•

Newly-installed mayor Paul
Dionne explains that tax revaluation, high unemployment and the
problems inherent in the fledgling
city charter will all be challenges
which the area will have to face in
the 80S. Energy, more expensive
and less available, will also provide problems for the area. As all
municipal buildings currently use
oil heat, the cost of energy has been
increasing 50% a year in those
areas.
Prejudices on both sides of the
campus boundaries as well as the
relative isolation of the college are
also, Dionne explains, among the
"biggest obstacles" to better
college/community relationships.
On campus, challenges meeting
the admissions staff will be substantial. Increased pressure on
that department to recruit black,
hispanic, native American and
other minority students, will continue to grow. Sexual harassment
among members of the Bates
community, many believe, will also
become more of an issue in the 80s.
According to Dean of the Faculty
Carl Straub, energy and inflation
costs will be felt in the area of edu-

cation in general. Straub sees the
80s as "lean years for colleges generally." More effort will be made
building up the endowment rather
than expanding costly programs.
The fine arts departments seem
to be headed for a great deal of
change in the 80s and thus they may
experience the problems involved
in such expansion.
Music faculty complain of lack of
equipment, a small number of
music majors and no applied
teachers in residence.
In the art department, the isolation of the Russell Street studio,
lack of utilization of Treat Gallery,
and increased interest in a department without the resources to
accomodate growth, are among
major problems.
Lack of space is also a bone of
contention in the theater department, as is a professed lack of student involvement. Treat Gallery is
also under-utilized, according to
Acting Curator Nancy Carlisle, and
lack of promotion, budget, and
security are also difficulties which
the gallery must face.
-The 80s" Special Report was coordinated by Jon Marcus.
'.'•■•.
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An Interview with the President

"Inflation and Energy Major Problems"
by J(m

In an interview with the Sttident tion rates for students.
Inflation, said Reynolds, will not
last week. Bates College President
Thomas Hedley Reynolds pre- hurt the college itself so much as
sented his general impressions of the people who want to go to colBates in the coming decade. He lege. If fewer people are attending
sees two major problem areas colleges in general, there could be
ahead for the college, those of in- "especially serious consequences"
flation and energy. Although not for Bates because Bates has paid
overly optimistic, he believes that more attention to the middle clasBates will continue in its academic ses, who will be hit hardest by in"mission" with no major changes. flation. Admission policies will not
The first topic with which change, however, because "part of
Reynolds dealt was that of infla- the role (of colleges) is to serve
tion, "the most difficult problem to people without dollars."
The situation is not entirely
be faced" in the 1960s. He pointed
out that if federal economic pre- bleak, however. Reynolds pointed
dictions are correct, the current out that in the last two years Conrate of inflation Will double in six gress and state legislatures have
years. Such an occurrence would been more cognizant of the lack of
result in substantially higher costs money available to colleges. Thus,
for the college, and thus higher tui- some financial difficulties might

Hockey Club Back
in Action Sunday
The Bates Hockey Club will resume play Sunday, against M.C.P.
at the Central Maine Youth Center.
The game should be a good one, as
Bates beat this team in Boston 6-5
back in late November. Bates" last
game was played against a tough
team from Gordon College. Bates
took a tough loss 4-3, despite outshooting their opponents 40-29.
Gordon started the scoring with a
power play goal at 15:11 of the first
period, but 10 minutes later, Dave
Thompson tied it up on a beautiful
feed from Ed Butchard. The second period proved to be Bates'
downfall as Gordon tallied three
times, and Bates failed to score on
14 shots. But Bates rallied in the
third period behind some sharp
net-minding from Dave Beneman
; to score twice. Bates waited until
less than 3 minutes were left when
Steve Dillman scored with an assist going to Chris Ridder. And with
only 1:10 remaining, Ed Butchard
scored from Dave Thompson and
Carl Hellings. Bates put on further
pressure but could not tie the
score, as the final was 4-3. This
Sunday's game should be a fine
game as M.C.P. played tough up
The Bates Arts Society
presents
the second annual

Beaux Arts
Costume Ball
Saturday January 19th
at 9 p.m.
in Chase Lounge
Tickets $3.50 in thedinner line,
Chase Hall

Hours; 11 -6
Monday thru

NOW OPEN ON Si

CHUANMNES
96 COURT ST.
AClflC SICF
TEL. 782 0638 ♦ AUBURN. ME.

Clothing from the
1890's - 1950's
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be offset by more programs such as
the G.I. Bill, programs which
Reynolds says have already been
increasing by "leaps and bounds."
Federal aid programs such as
the G.I. Bill, which make the student directly dependent on the
government, have overtones which
make Reynolds uncomfortable.
But, he added, this type of aid is
better than no aid at all. The redistribution of wealth that may occur
in the next ten years may mean a
federal presence at Bates which
the college would "have to learn to
live with."
The issue which the president
discussed next was that of energy
consumption. The main concern in
this area is conversion to more efficient production and usage of
energy at the college. He mentioned that during the first energy
shortage in 1973-74 a blitz program
of tightening up held Bates' energy
costs down.
As an example of how Bates
here last year, and looks to be an might experiment in the energy
improved team. The game time is field, Reynolds posed this question: Is Bates large enough, in con3:00.

junction with the two large hospitals nearby, to generate its own
electricity to heat itself: Right now,
he answered, it is not, but within
the next ten years getting funds
may become much more feasible.
Reynolds then moved on to a
subject that concerns all schools in
any era, the recruitment of students. During the coming decade,
he said, the number of eighteenyear-olds in the country will drop
as much as twenty percent. He gave
no prediction as to how that drop
would affect Bates in particular,
but colleges in general are bound
to feel the impact To him, it seems
logical that stronger colleges, those
schools that students want to attend, will be hurt less.
With that idea in mind. Reynolds
is looking to strengthen Bates as an
academic institution during the
next ten years along the lines followed during the past ten. During
the seventies the Bates faculty
doubled in size, with an accompanying increase, he says, in quality. Also in that period Bates began
to strengthen its fine arts depart-

ments. Reynolds would like to see
both trends continue through the
eighties.
—Bates will also work hard to increase the variety of students,
which he considers as necessary
for a well-rounded education as a
good variety of strong departments.
New England will not be forgotten,
but the admissions people will be
looking for a greater diversity of
students, geographically, socially
and racially.
There will also be, Reynolds
hopes, more continuing education
programs. Bates will play a larger
role in the community, particularly
during the summer.
Reynolds said, however, that the
main goal of the school is to maintain its liberal arts "mission." If
there is expansion it will be in response to the necessity of facing
complexities, to support the ability
of the faculty to teach in depth.
Rather than adding new programs,
existing programs will be
strengthened. His aim is for quality, he explains, not quantity.
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Squad Now 5-4

Bobcats End Home Stand With Win Over Babson
by Tim McNamara
Sports Kditor
Bates basketball fans are used to
close, exciting games, and this past
week the Bobcats came out of a
brief three-game home stand with
a 1-2 record, pushing their overall
record to 5-4 before their road
games against Colby and Bridgton.
The first of the home games was
against Keene State. The final
score was 71-59 in favor of Keene,
but this score does not tell the story
of the game, which was pretty well
settled in the first half. In those
first twenty minutes. Bates was
able to score only 25 points on 44"<
shooting, while Keene State shot
an amazing 61r/r from the floor, and
left for their halftime break with a
substantial nine-point lead at
34-25.
The second half brought about
no cooling of Keene State's hot
hand, as they continued to scorch
the nets with 60% shooting, while
Bates equalled their first half percentage. The big men for Keene
State were Larry Bell, who had 14
points and 7 assists, and Jerry

McClinton, who was 10 for 12 (83%)
from the floor and two for two from
the line for 22 points, to go along
with 11 rebounds. For Bates, Tim
Rice had 11 points and 5 assists,
Mike Ginsberg had 12 points and
eleven rebounds on 55% shooting,
while Scott Hyde and Fred Criniti
each added 10 points.
Saturday night M.I.T. came to
Bates and left with a 49-47 win.
They were able to do that with
tough defense in the second half,
coming from six down in the first
half and holding Bates to just 18
second-half points (33'A shooting).
M.I.T. had fairly balanced scoring,
with Ray Nagam netting 16 points
to add to his 11 rebounds, Jeoff
Holman getting 14, and Mark
Branch scoring 13.
On the Bates side, Fred Criniti
continued to shine with 13 points,
while John Kirby was able to net
12. Bates had two chances to tie the
game off a Kirby missed foul shot in
the last seconds but the ball did not
drop.
Monday night the Bates fans finally got what they wanted most—

Downhill Ski Marathon
Set for Siigarloaf
Sugarloaf Mountain ... Maine's
Easter Seals Society will benefit
from the efforts of hardy skiers on
the high slopes of Sugarloaf Mountain tomorrow. Over 300 entrants
are expected to raise an estimated
$8,000 for the Pine Tree Society for
Crippled Children and Adults,
Maine's Easter Seals Agency.
A select group of entrants will
vie for the new vertical-feet-skied
record which is presently set at
44,500 feet. This record was established last year when Sonny
Jorgerden skied nearly eight miles
straight down in a 7 hour period.

seconds remaining on the game
clock, Babson called a time out.
They took the ball out but could not
get it in bounds, and had to call
another time out This second time
they got the ball in deep and a Babson player drove for the hoop. Fortunately for Bates, Mike Ginsberg
was there to draw the offensive
foul, thus nullifying the hoop which
would have tied the game.
The Babson coach, and team,
erupted, and finally Babson's
coach was assessed a two-shot
technical foul. Mike Ginsberg hit

both of these; meanwhile, the Babson team was called off the floor by
their coach, and refused to finish
the one remaining second on the
clock. Bates simply passed it in to
Ginsberg who dunked it through to
bring the final score to 55-50.
Though strapped with four fouls
less than midway through the second half. Ginsberg was definitely
the game's dominant player, receiving a great deal of help from
Fred Criniti and Scott Hyde.
The Bates squad plays away
against Clark tomorrow night.

Women Set New Record
at Dartmouth Relays
by Ethan Whitaker
SUIT Reporter

place in the high jump with a leap
of 5'4". The winner of the event was
able to clear 5'6". Jennifer Kettle
and Karen Haller finished ninth
and tenth in the pentathalon. Their
respective performances qualified
each for the EAIAW championships. Sue Hopfe finished second
in her heat of the mile with a time
of 5:25.7.
The highlight of the meet was a
new school record in the two-mile
relay, as Hopfe, Kathy Leonard,
Pat Donovan and Renata Cosby
passed the baton around the tracks
track sixteen times in a mere 9:39.2.
The old record was 10:03.1. Cosby
anchored the effort with a 2:19.7
half-mile split. To put her carry in
proper light, the first two Colby
College runners in the men's
half-mile ran 2:17.0 and 2:18.0 during the Bates-Colbj track meet last

The Bates College Women's
Track Team divided itself in two
last weekend. Seven members of
the team traveled to Hanover, New
Hampshire for the Dartmouth Relays on Friday and Saturday while
the rest of the contingent competed
February 2: Men's Basketball vs. at the Colby Invitational.
As usual, the Dartmouth Relays
Salem State, 7:30
February 2: J.V. Men's Basket- were a massive affair conducted in
a carnival-like atmosphere. Event
ball vs. Alumni, 5:30
February 2: Women's Track at after event is run off while
UNH with Dartmouth and Bow- thousands of athletes from all over
the nation warm up and warm
doin, 1:00
February 5: Women's Basketball down, waiting for their respective
events. The pressure can become
at Stonehill, 6:00
February 6: J.V. Men's Basket- unbearable, yet the Bates athletes
handled it well.
ball vs. SMVTI, 7:00
Sue Simpkins tied for fourth
February 6: Women's Track at
UMO with Bowdoin, 1:00
February 8: Men's Basketball at
Central Connecticut, 8:00
February 8: Women's Basketball
vs. Tufts, 7:00
February 8 and 9: Men's and
Women's Skiing at Dartmouth Carnival
February 9: Men's Basketball at
Bentley, 7:30
February 9: Women's Basketball
by Tim McNamara
to go too high) who get up in the air
at Babson, 7:00
Staff Reporter
about 6'/4 feet, go over a bar, and
February 9: Men's Track vs. MIT:,
How many of you have ever de- land on a big mattress. There are
1:00
cided to do something or attend an old jumpers (they need big sticks to
February 9: Women's Track at event on the spur of the moment, help them get up in the air) and
Holy Cross Invitational
just for the hell of it, because you'd they are allowed to go a lot higher.
February 13: Men's Basketball never done it before. Well I do that Then there are the runners: some
vs. Colby, 7:30
sort of thing from time to time (not run around in big circles at a slow
February 13: J.V. Men's Basket- often enough, I regret to say), and pace, while others run fewer cirball vs. Bridgton, 5:30
one of those times was this past cles at a faster pace, and a third
February 14: J.V. Men's Basket- Saturday when I attended my first group runs straight for a short disball at SMVTI. 7:00
Bates track meet I found it much tance, having to jump over all of
February 15: Men's Basketball at more exciting than playing sol- these barriers that are put in their
Norwich, 7:30
itaire or stealing empties, two of way. A viewer is able to pick out
February 15: Women's Basket- my favorite pasttimes, even though which events he wishes to watch
ball vs. U. New England, 5:00
I wasn't quite sure what was going and just check out those few, or he
February 15: Men's Track
on all of the Ume.
can stay and observe the whole
Winter track meets, especially show. Presumably, the meets will
when they are held in the Cage, soon be held in the new athletic
bring images to those of us with complex, though the Cage has a
vivid (or bizarre) minds the games certain amount of class that a new
These special competitors will of Ancient Rome or Greece. Any place just can't match. It's worthuse Sugarloaf s Spillway Chairlift team, no matter what the sport, is while to check out these meets —
and the Narrow Gauge trail. Each made up of individuals who are even if it's just to see Joe Drayton
trip down the upper section of the better at one aspect of the sport break the school high jump record
trail gives a skier 1470 vertical feet than others, but a track team in- (soon).
of skiing. To beat the old mark, one volves people who perform almost
Dick Brooks is doing one hell of a
will need to take 31 runs down this totally different tasks. If someone
expert trail. The women's record is mentions that they are on the track job watering the new lawn next to
team, one cannot classify exactly Roger Bill in attempts to keep the
39,800 vertical feet
This fund raising venture is what they do. Some play a modern intramural hockey program alive.
being run in cooperation with form of hopscotch, where they only With this winter, if Dick's attempt
Sugarloaf Mountain Corporation take three jumps; others spin at a rink falls through, at least one
and Maine's Easter Seals Society; around and around and then throw thing will be alive come spring, as
and to entice participants, free ski- heavy grey softballs: joining these it will probably be the only patch of
ing is being offered to all skiers people are countless varieties of green grass around.
Scheduling a game against the
with sponsor pledges in excess of runners and jumpers. There are
young jumpers (they aren't allowed Massachusetts College of Phi£
$50.00.

SportsDates
January 18: Women's Basketball
vs. USM, 5:00
January 19 Men's Basketball at
Clark, 8:00
January 19: Women's Basketball
vs. Clark, 3:00
January 19: Men's Track at Colby
Relays, 10:00
January 19: Women's Track at
BU with UNH and U Conn, 5:00
January 22: Men's Basketball at
Bowdoin, 7:30
January 23: Women's Basketball
vs. Colby, 7:30
January 25: Women's Basketball
at Merrimack, 7:00
January 26: Men's Basketball at
WPI, 7:30
January 26: Women's Basketball
vs. Bowdoin, 7:00
January 36: Men's Track at UNH
with UVM, 12:00 noon
January 26: Women's Track vs.
Bowdoin, 1:00
January 29: Women's Basketball
vs. Thomas, 4:00
January 30: Women's Track at
CBB (Colby), 6:30
February 1: Men's Basketball vs.
UMF, 7:30
February 1: J.V. Men's Basketball vs. MCI, 5:30
February 1 and 2: Women's Basketball at Swarthmore Tourney
with Wheaton and MIT
February 1 and 2: Men's and
Women's Skiing at U. of Vermont
February 2: Men's Track at
Maine Inv. (Colby), 1:00

a win. This game showed, perhaps
more than any other game this season, the character of this team.
Babson traveled up to Lewiston
and did not make a good impression for themselves. They met a
hungry Bates team, and the 26-25
halftime score, in favor of Bates,
showed some fairly even play between the two teams.
The second half was marred with
two incidents of roughness on the
part of two different Babson
players, which added to a poor ending. With Bates up 52-50 and three

Saturday.
The women's contingent at the
Colby Invitational did equally well.
Meg Randall took first in the high
jump'with 50". Tricia Perham's
jump of 16'8.5" in the long jump was
also good enough for a first and
tied a school record held by teammate Donna Broadway. Randall's
and Perham's jumps qualified
them for the New England Championships to be held at Boston University February 23. Perham's second in the 55-meter hurdles g»Ve
the Bates squad two more spots at
the New Englands. Others placing
for Bates were Chris Flanders and
Kim Lawrence with thirds in the
high jump and 440. respecUvely.
The next women's meet is this
Saturday when they travel to Boston University to battle BU. and
Providence College.

Mac on Sports

Track
99
"More Exciting than Solitaire
macy on Super Bowl Sunday was
not the greatest scheduling manuever, but considering the Super
Bowl match-up, Bates Hockey vs.
M.C.P. will probably be a more exciting game. I will be at the hockey
game, with plenty of time to see the
second half of the football game.
Rumor has it that Terry Bradshaw
might miss the game due to a freak
O.D. on Redman chewing tobacco
(Jennings beware). If this is the
case, the game's outcome could
change drastically.
One final note: any of you who
attended the Bates victory over
Babson Monday, got a good look at
incompetent refs, and a great deal
of lack of class on the part of the
Babson team: obviously Coach Dennis Bussard has taught his captain. No. 22 Steve Donovich, and
the rest of his players what college
sport is all about. What walking off
the court with one second left
proves is simply that Mr. Bussard
et al., do not measure up to Bates
standards, whether they be hoop
standards or etiquette standards.
My congratulations to Coach Wigton and the team for acting so cooly
under adverse conditions.
Next week, doggie-pooh will
probably hit the fan with concern,
for the most part, being centered
with those long lost track stars at
Bates. Later.
...
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Dean's Office Leads Fight Against Harassment
Editor's Note: This article was
written at the request of the Office
of the Dean of the College, in cooperation with that office. In this particular case, the editors of the Student felt that such cooperation
would be beneficial to all parties.
Indeed, the request from the deans
came after a suggestion by RCs and
JAs that coverage in the Student
would be a positive step to raising
"peer condemnation" on campus.
Prior to last week, details of the
incidents discussed had not been
made public.
The article was subsequently
compiled after an hour-long meeting called by Deans Carignan,
Macdonald and Reese in Carignan's office. The following day a
copy of the draft of the article was
sent to the deans, making an exception to Student policy. The editors
were then informed that some corrections were being made and aggreed to review these corrections.
On Wednesday evening, during a
meeting of the house councils regarding sexual harassment, Dean
of the College James W. Carignan
informed those gathered that the
article which appears in today's
Student was slanted and tended to
blow certain incidents out of proportion. Sitting near Carignan at the
time was Assistant Dean James
Reese in whose briefcase still sat
the copy of the article on which the
deans were continuing to make
their own corrections. On Thursday morning, the Office of the Dean
presented the Student with a fivepage rewrite of the original article.
We feel that the action on the
part of the Office of the Dean and
the statements made at Wednesday's meeting were unjustified and
complaints of that office unwarranted. We stand by the article
which appears today as fair, correct and totally accurate.
The Office of the Dean of the College has been invited by the editors
to submit a letter to the editor to
discuss these issues.
An alleged rape in November
has prompted the Office of the
Dean of the College tojo before the
student body in a series of meet-

ings and a dean's forum on Monday
in an attempt to "raise consciousness and thus peer condemnation
of this antisocial behavior."
Only now, in the light of what may
be considered exaggerated campus rumors, have the facts of the
November incident been made
public The alleged rape was never
investigated by the Student Conduct Committee or by civil authorities.
According to Dean of the College
James W. Carignan, the alleged incident occurred on Sunday morning, November 11, at which time a
male Bates student allegedly
raped a female who was visiting
the campus. On Tuesday morning,
Carignan explained, another male
student informed him of the alleged rape. Carignan continues
that during the course of his investigation "things started to come to
my attention in which this student
was involved that evolve into a pattern of what I would consider socially unacceptable behavior. If
you ask that student (who first informed Carignan of the rape), he'd
tell you what he saw was a very
shaken dean."
Carignan approached the victim
that evening, asking her to think
about what information she would
provide the college. The following
morning, then-Associate Dean
Mary Stewart Spence, along with
Dean Carignan, spoke more at
length with the woman, who
explained that she would not testify against the male, but would

January 21 - Computer assistants,
5:30 PM, Costello Room; WRJR,
5:30 PM, Garcelon Room; Chase
Hall Committee, 6:30 PM, 11 i rasa wa
Lounge; Representative Assembly,
7 PM, Skelton Lounge; Newman
Council, 7:30 PM, Parker Lower
Lounge; Forum on Human Awareness, 8 PM, Hirasawa Lounge; Boston College: School of Management, Rep., Peter Bentinck-Smith,
9:00-12:00, individual 30-minute interviews
January 22 - Sociology / An; thropology Club, 11:15 AM, Room
115, Commons; Greek Table, 12:30
• PM, Costello Room; Bates Arts Soc-

The problem of sexual harassment is not unique to Bates. Debbie Nelfon, a black freshman
woman at Colby College in Waterville was severely harassed during
October and November and had to
be moved to the Colby infirmary by
the administration. Nelson had received threatening notes on her
memo board and, when that was
removed, on her door. Waterville
police removed the door. The
woman was subsequently harassed

iety, 5:30 PM, Dining Koom 10,
Commons; M-I-S-C, 5:30 PM, Costello Room; Psychology Club, 5:30
PM, Garcelon Room; New World
Coalition, 6:30 PM, Hirasawa
Lounge. Chase Hall; Fencing Club,
7:30 PM, Campus Ave. Gym; U.S.
Central Intelligence Agency, Rep.,
Charles Pecinovsky, personnel
rep., 4:00, group session
January 23 - Geology Luncheon,
11:30 AM, Dining Room 15; Spanish
Table, 5:30 PM, Costello; Russian
Table, 5:30 PM, Dining Room 15;
Bates College Gospel Choir, 6:30
PM, Gannett Room; Biology Council Volleyball, 8 PM, Rand Gym;
Yoga Class, 9 PM, Campus Ave.
Gym; Hannaford Brothers, Rep.,
Dave Dillman and Steve Celata,
8:30-4:30, individual 30-minute appointments
January 24 - Chapel Board Luncheon Seminar, 12 noon, Rowe
Room; Physics Society, 12:15, Costello; New World Coalition, 5 PM,
Costello; International Club, 5 PM,
Room 10, Commons; Chess Club, 7
PM, Libbey 4; M-I-S£ intermission,
9 PM, Skelton Lounge; U.S. Marine
Corps, Reps., Staff Sargent Parent
and Captain Burke, 10:00-2:00, individual 30-minute interviews

Solange's
Hair
Techniques
413 Main St., Lewiston
782-1965

• | '. . :

Faculty members, according to
acting Associate Dean Regina
Macdonald, signed a "basically informative" petition requesting
more facts from the Office of the
Dean.
Since that time another petition,
signed by over 70 members of the
Bates faculty was distributed to
students. Resident Coordinators
and Junior Advisors have asked faculty support of programs to combat the harassment, and a dorm
meeting at Turner and Milliken
Houses was subsequently addressed by Assistant Dean James
Reese, Web Harrison, Sherry
Yakawonis and several instructors
from the athletic department.

Macdonald expressed her vi<
that "women students should beg
to feel they can discuss problei
with others, and be given supp
so if they have to testify about Vc
problem they can. There is a p
vasive attitude that 'the worn
asked for it.' There's been a ne
for a great deal of education
this."
Discussing his investigation
the rape, Carignan stated "My go
through it all, given what I km
through the evidence—I was co
vinced of the pattern of unsociab
behavior. We couldn't prove the a
leged rape because I could n
provide witness. I was commitu
to seeing this student leave the co
lege, but more than that I w
committed to seeing him get help

Another incident involved complaints of Bates students trespassing in dorms in which they were
In 1972, a Bates student wa
not residents. Three of the four
students allegedly involved with- raped in Parker, and while a polk
investigation ensued, the charg
drew from the college.
In a meeting Monday with the was never substantiated. Last yea
editors of The Bates Student, a charge of attempted rape wa
Deans Carignan, Macdonald and brought by a Bates student again
a Lewiston resident who was suh
Reese discussed their concerns.
None of the three could answer sequently acquitted by the coun
when questioned whether the in- In an incident during the fir
creased incidence of harassment semester, a student charged witl
on campus is new this year. "I can't •gatoring,'' defined by the dean
answer whether it's new or not," office as sexual harassment, wa
Carignan said, "but it's really the brought before the Student Con
first time it's come to my attention, duct Committee by Dean Spence
and to anybody's attention." Agree- The victims of this incident woul<
ing with this sentiment, Reese not testify before the Committee.
added his own belief that the probIn addition to Monday's dean';
lem is "growing."
forum, meetings with faculty anc
student groups, the involvement ol
faculty in dorm discussions, healthi
center programs such as "Acquain
advised women not to use the run- tance: Rape Prevention" and othei
ning track which follows the events, the deans continue to
perimeter of the campus; "the ad- "stand prepared to react in inci
ministration is blaming it on the dents in which there is evidence
women themselves," Edlund con- which can be presented. Education
tinues.
regarding exactly what comprises
The Colby administration has harassment, in regard to some of
replaced locks and other security the "less major" incidents on camhardware on dormitory doors, and pus, is also planned. "I never cease
an all-campus forum on safety was to be amazed at the sense of seheld during the first semester. De- curity on campus," Carignan conbbie Nelson is now living in cludes. "Wherever you are, it's
another dorm.
risky."

Problem is Not Unique to Bates

BatesDates
January 18 - Biology Council
Luncheon, 11:30 AM, Rowe Room,
Commons; Bates Christian Fellowship, 7 PM, Skelton Lounge
January 20 - Quaker Meeting, 10
AM, Alumni House; Chapel Board
Dinner, 5 PM, Dining Room 10;
Bates College Gospel Choir, 6:30
PM, Pettigrew 118; College Worship Service, 6:30PM, Chapel; Folk
Mass. 7:30 PM, Gannett Room;
Fencing Club, 2:30 PM, Campus
Ave. Gym
January 20 - Jewish Chatauqua
Speaker, Rabbi Arthur Starr, College Worship Service. 6:30 PM

supply a statement. Wednesday
evening the male student was called in and Carignan "tried to make
clear to him his rights, that he was
behaving in a way that was antisocial, and that he should try to get
some help."
During the course of Thanksgiving vacation, the student informed
Carignan that he would, indeed,
appear before the Student Conduct
Committee, though he denied guilt
On Monday, November 26, the student's father arrived to confer with
the dean. After one week, the student involved in the alleged incident decided to withdraw from the
college while his father promised
that the son would receive counseling. The student was allowed to
take his first semester final exams,
though his presence on campus
was restricted.
"At first it seemed that people
were saying Look, X happened
and nothing has been done about it
so the deans don't care,"' Carignan
explained. However, action did
begin to take place during late December and early January. At the
December meeting of the faculty,
Professor James G. Boyles read a
statement from the Student Conduct Committee, of which he is
chairman. The statement included
information on a case heard by the
Committee involving "gatoring,"
defined by the dean's office as sexual harassment. The victim in this
case would not testify and the person charged was subsequently
found not guilty.

Men's - Women's - Children's Haircuts
Toupees - Hair Styling
Wholesale & Retail

by a man, possibly a student, as she
walked to the bathroom of her
dorm at 6:00 one morning. The man
yelled obscenities at her and then
chased her with a beer bottle. After
Nelson was moved to the infirmary,
two students accosted her as she
walked across the Colby campus
and pushed her into the mud.
"We've been having a lot of problems with women being accosted,"
explains Colby Echo editor Jane
Edlund. The administration has

(Continued from Page 1)
erly, said one student, they won't
unless problems become really detrimental.
Another myth is that the college
has a deal with the Lewiston Police
Department to stay off campus.
That is not the case, said Carignan;
the LPD's jurisdiction "does not
stop on the boundaries of the college." One student added that the
feeling on campus is that Campus
Security cannot be relied upon.
These myths produce the general feeling among students that
they are on their own in this problem. One purpose of Monday's
forum was to make known to students their options, such as the
Dean's Office, Security, the LPD,
the Health Center, and discussion
groups such as Human Awareness.
Opinion was nearly unanimous
that students need to take a more
active role in solving the problem.
Said one student, "it's easier to be
ignorant than to make yourself
aware." Susan Kalma, Health SerPosition Available:

Forum
vice Director, agreed that passivity
is a problem, and encouraged
people "to, think of their own rights
as humans."
Despite the fact that a problem
does exist on campus, Carignan

stressed that "at no time did I feel
that there was a crime wave on
campus or that people were unsafe." But. no matter how aware
and involved people are, he added,
there will still be a few who will
cause problems.

Tonight

WRJR

Presents

Advertising Manager,
The Bates Student
Responsibilities: Obtain new
advertisers, maintain liaison
with old advertisers, and
handle monthly billing.
Salary: 15% commission on
received payments. The
amount varies from $30 to
$60 weekly. Amount you
earn depends on ambition.
Contact: John Elsesser, in the
Bates Student office. Chase
Hall, or call 783-7108.

10 p.m. to 7 a.m.
at 91.5 FM
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Thursday Concert to Provide
Winter Carnival Kickoff
by Richard Regan
Staff Reporter
It's that time of the year again! As
the Bates campus buckles down for
the winter semester, it also prepares for one of the most important
celebrations of the entire year, the
Winter Carnival. The weekend of
January 24-27 will be packed with
entertainment, food, drink, and
sports, and it promises to be one of
the most exciting in recent years.
The many activities will be going
on early around the clock from
early Thursday night until the wee
hours on Sunday evening. These
festivities are sponsored primarily
by the Chase Hall Committee and
the Outing Club. Here is a preview
of the events:

Thursday, January 24
Torch-run from Augusta
The traditional kick-off of Winter
Carnival is the torch-run from the
state capital, Augusta, to the Bates
campus (through Commons, to be
exact). Any men or women interested in running a leg (1 to 5
miles depending on how many participate) should check around the

Outing Club booth for a sign-up
sheet.
Concert: The Stompers. 8:00 p.m..
Alumni Gym $3.50
The traditional kick-off of Winter
Carnival may be the torch-run, but
the real "kick"" will be supplied by
The Stompers, a high-energy rock
outfit from Boston. Highly popular
around the New England club and
college curcuit. The Stompers play
a smokin' but controlled brand of
rock and roll, and are really crowd
pleasers. A definite must-see to get
in the right frame of mind for the
rest of the weekend. Your $3.50 ticket also allows you to go to a preconcert Keg Party at Roger Bill for
only 50 cents. That event will cost
$2.00 otherwise.

Friday, January 25
Skating Party: The Puddle of next
to Roger Bill, 6:00-9:00 p.m. Free
A relatively lean night, but you
can get it off to a great start at the
Skating Party. Refreshments include Irish coffee, peppermint
schnappes, coffee brandy, and hot
chocolate. There will also be a bonfire. In case there is no ice, people

ArtsDates

will walk around in circles on the
old tennis courts next to Roger Bill,
drink, and watch the fire.
Saturday. January 26
Cartoons and Breakfast: Rand
Lower Lounge, 8:00 a.m. Free
If you can scrape yourself out of
bed or wherever early Saturday
morning, trudge on over to Hand
and experience some culture with
Bugs. Daffy, and the rest of the
gang. Donuts. cider, fruit, orange
juice and beer (Yecch!) will be
served. If you're up anyway, why
not?
Winter Olympics: Various Sites.
10:00 Free
For those who can't get enough of
the sporting life, the Outing Club
has arranged a series of fun athletic events for individual and team
competition. Check around the
Outing club booth for sites, rules,
and regulations. The tentative
schedule is as follows:
10:00Traying, tobogganing off Mt.
David
1:00 Cross-country ski-race
1:30 Snow snake
2:00 Snowshoe Race
2:30 Dog Trek pull
3:00 Cross-country obstacle
course
3:30 Awards ceremony in Rand
Lounge
Semi-Formal Dinner: Commons,
7:30-9:00 p.m. $2.50
What? Real food for once? Only
$2.50? It may be a dream, but its
worth taking a chance. Sit down to
i candlelight dinner, bring along
i he wine, get served at the table,
(try like hell not to lose it all at the
dance)
Semi-Formal Dance: Chase Hall
Lounge, $4:00 (9:00-1:00 a.m.)
One of the most entertaining aspects of Winter Carnival is always
flummcwmiifiu mi -IM-

STOMPERS

MS Concert Moves
to Paris Cinema
"The Concert of Care and Concern" for Maine's Multiple
Sclerosos victins on Friday,
January 25, has been moved to the
Paris Cinema in Portland. It had
been scheduled for the Portland
City Hall Auditorium. v
The concert, to begin at 8:00 p.m.,
headlines Noel Paul Stodkey, the
Paul of the legendary Peter,, Paul
and Mary trip, and David Mallett,
Maine born folk singer/songwriter.
Also on the program will be the
Bodyworks Band, the guitar do of
Eddie Mottau and Vic Hyman,
humorist Tim Sample and the
Neworld Mime Ensemble. These
multi-talented artists will combine
to present a rich and varied evening of folk entertainment for the
entire family.

8 p.m. "Concert of Care and Concern" are priced at $6.50 and are
available at DeOrsey's stores Recordland.

Beaux Arts
Ball
Tomorrow

The second annual Beaux Arts
Costume Ball will be held Saturday, January 19th at 9 p.m. in Chase
Lounge. Costumes may be of any
era or subject but literary, artistic,
and historical outfits are encouraged.
Whatever you wear, be prepared
In addition to the Friday evening to dance the night away to live
concert, there will be a matinee music provided by the Bates stage
performance at the Paris Cinema band, chamber players, and other
at 12 noon on Saturday, January 26. Bates performers. It's mainly
Featured performers will be Noel music of the 40"s but there there
Paul Stookey, the Neworld Mime will be a smattering of other eras as
Ensemble and Tim Sample. Tic- well. The free dance lessons of
kets are priced at $2.50 for adults Wednesday, January 16th should
and $1.50 for children 15 and under have helped people to prepare to
and may be purchased at the Paris win the dance contests, and the
Cinema box office the day of the costume awards should be competitive, too.
show.
Tickets are available in the dinGeneral admission tickets for the ner line.

the dance. You get all spiffed-up,
drink heartily from the open bar
down in the Den, and boogie until
you collapse. Music will be
supplied by The Rage, who will
keep things hopping with their
rocking-dance style. Don't miss.
Sunday. January 27
Snow judging time will be at
12:00 p.m. on Sunday. All works,
which must adhere to the "Car-

toons' theme, must have a name
and be signed-up by January 25. If
there's no snow, everybody will
just dig holes in front of their house
or dorm. First ones to hit the Iranian Embassy and come back with
the hostages win.
The Outing Club is also sponsoring a day trip to Sugarloaf for the
skiers. For more details, check
around the O.C. booth.
BATES Talent Coffeehouse: Fiske
Lounge, 9:15 p.m. Free
This is the windup to the
weekend's activities. A chance to
see some of your friends display
their talents if they have any left by
the end of this weekend. Anyone
wishing to perform should contact

Rick Thompson or any Chase Hall
members soon.
Film-Festival: Thursday-Sunday
$1.00 each. $4.00 for a pass
Movie buffs will have quite a
selection to choose from during the
weekend. There will be enough
stars, comedy, action, and horror to
staisfy most everybody, so make
and attempt to catch a flick or two.
Here is the schedule:

Thursday: 4:00 p.m., What's Up
Doc?; 7:00, The Longest Yard.
Friday: 4.00 p.m.. Invasion of the
Body Snatchers; 7:00, The Dirty
Dozen; 9:00, A Star is Born; 11:30,
Taxi Driver.
Saturday: 12:00 p.m., Invasion of
the Body Snatchers; 2:00 What's Up
Doc?; 9:00, The Dirty Dozen; 12:00
a.m., A Star is Born.
Sunday: 12:00 p.m.. Invasion of
the Body Snatchers. 2:00. A Star is
Born; 4:00. What's Up Doc?; 7:00.
The Dirty Dozen; 9:00, Taxi Driver.
A comprehensive ticket, which
will gain you admission to all the
events except for the dinner, will
be available for $10.00, a savings of
$2.00

Petty Crisp and Tight
on Latest Album
Along with facial gut-it
January 24
HiOO P.M.
fairs Cnucgt1 Alumni Gvtn
Tkkrtl JJ.W •wilaM. jl thr d.H.r

What is it about legal hassles that
brings out the best in some rock
artists? Look at Bruce Springsteen.
After three years of battling
through contractual problems and
whatever, he released "Darkness
on the Edge of Town," which some

Moody Blues Haven't
Changed Their Style
The Moody Blues' latest album
release is entitled Octave. Over the
years, unlike many other groups
the Moodies have not changed
their sound (like the Bee Gees to
disco); they have kept their unique
sound along with all the original
members; Justin Hayward, Ray
Thomas, Graeme Edge, John
Lodge, and Michael Clarke with
Tony Clarke in the producUon once
again.
The current single off the album
is "Steppin' in a Slide Zone." It's
quite similar to "Lost in a Lost
World" of of the "Seventh Sojourn"'
album. Each has an eerie quality of
confusion. "Moonshine" should
prove to be a hit. "Had to Fall in
Love" talks of a long search down
many different roads for the perfect love until "I saw the writing on
the wall and had to fall in love with

you." "I'll Be Level With You" and
"Driftwood" follows their ever
popular theme of being lost Top
Rank Suite" has a faster beat an
interesting lyrics. "I'm Your Man"
is just what the title implies, with
the chorus of "I'm just a man, that's
all all I am I'm just a man That's I'm
simply yours." "Survival" is
another searching song involved
with yes survival. "One Step Into
the Light" has sexual undertones
throughout. The album ends with
the song "The Day We Meet Again"
talks of a lost love which is hoped to
be regained once again.
Octave like previous Moody
Blues albums has wonderful instrumentation and the enjoyable
blending of the group's voices. Octave is recommended for all Moody
Blues fans.
Chris Cannon

deem his finest effort. Now from
out of the contract hassle quagmire
resurfaces Tom Petty and his
group, The Heartbreakers, with
undoubtedly their best album yet.
"Damn the Torpedoes" is a collection of solid, straightforward rock
and roll that has risen to the top of
the charts and pushed Tom Petty
closer to the superstardom that
had been predicted for him by so.
many when he first hit the scene.
This is a rock album which
comes across hard and with power.
The production is crisp, tight and
without any frills of extravagance.
Simply stated, it is completely de*
void of bullshit. Petty's raspy tenor
cuts through the air like a buzzsaw
and the music, although simple
and directly derived from English
sixties rock, is nonetheless moving
and tailored for rock fans of the
eighties. Petty's gut-wrenching de-j
livery in songs like "Refugee" andf
"Don't Do Me Like That" is-stirring;
and enough to make anyone grit his'
teeth and clench his fists for the:
rest of the day. There is not a weak,
tune on the disc. "Damn the Torpedoes" is the perfect party LP and
the type of music that will give you
the confidence to go out and take
on that creep who's been bugging
your girlfriend for so long.
—Richard R. Regan
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Assault on the Record
A Story of Pain and Pride

Mike Bonney
(photo by Jon Hall)
On Thursday morning, January 10,
twelve Bates Coliege students entered
RandGym. As Randresidents awoke,
they noticed the hollow sound of
music, the shouting of many voices,
and the slapping sound of a volleyball. The sounds would not stop for
the next 72 hours.
Selected and organized by senior
Nick Kofos, the twelve players set out
to break the world record for continuous play of volleyball. Although
perhaps an unimportant goal, the
feat called for mental strength and
physical courage. Under the effects of
great pain, boredom, and exhaustion,
the twelve people who entered Rand
Gym and began playing volleyball,
changed. The pain they endured and
the goal they set out to achieve says
much about them and also raises
questions of man's urge to win, at any
game. And, to an extent they affected
the lives of each person who watched
them suffer.
The following story is about these
twelve men, and those who helped
them through the hours. It reflects interviews with the players throughout
the 72 hours. It is my hope that it may
serve to put the event and the ideas
involved in seeking a record into
perspective.
— Tom Vannah
The First Day
The record breaking attempt
began at 6:00 Thursday morning.
After only 6 hours the sidelines
were scattered with extra sneakers
and clothing. Sem Aykanian later
noted that each player had at least
two extra pairs of footwear, and a
dozen pairs socks. Leader Nick
Kofos, who had attempted to break
the record on two previous occasions, had organized a different
break schedule. Allowed 5 minutes
an hour, cumulatively compiled,
Nick arranges the schedule so that
more break time was available at
the end of the 72 hours. Nick had
also had his players on a high carbohydrate diet, one week prior to
the assault. Choosing Mike Bonney,
Sem Aykanian, and Neil Jamieson
from last year's team, and asking
new players Mike Heslin, Pete
McEvilley, Dave Foster, Tim Finn,
Richard Lagg, Mike St Clair, Phil
Quillard and John Guild to join this
year's attempt, Nick noted the athletic ability of each player.
The first thirty hours went
smoothly, save problems in the
first night Nick Kofos said that the
first night was the most difficult of
the first 30 hours, but "when we
saw the first light we felt a lot bet-

Nick Kofos and his father
(photo by Jon Skillings)

ter." The players related the boredom, and the lonely feeling of the
late hours. But as the 30th hour approached, all seemed well and in
fairly good spirits. Kofos was optimistic. Comparing the team to
last year, he felt that they were "in
so much better condition at this
point (hour 29) that it will be upsetting if we don't make it." "I think
that this year it is purely mind over
matter." Nick continued. "At the
beginning of this, I told these guys
that it is 90% mental, and only 10%
physical." When asked if he was enjoying the assault on the record,
Nick laughed, "This isn't fun, this is
hell, and I'll never do it again."
Mike Bonney in the first evening
developed tendonitis in his knee.
Bandaged and limping, Mike was
asked how he felt. "Awful," he said
"but I won't stop." Bonney continued "We are doing much better
this year. Last night was the toughest but I would say that the morale
is much better than last year."
Senior Sem Aykanian, who made
the attempt last year, suggested
that this year's attempt "is much
better organized." He suggested
that the "fantastic medical attention, and the hot meals," gave the
"better prepared athletes a
chance." He had gained "respect
for all the players on his court,"

(photo by Jon Hall)
long hours feeding them, rubbing
their tightening muscles, and talking to them to help preserve their
morale. Phil Quillard said that "the
great help of the girls helped me
keep going."
At hour 45, Jon Guild began to
have blurring vision. "I didn't know
whether it was a dream or not"
said Guild. Many of the players
began to relate a similar feeling of
lost reality. In order to remedy this,
cold showers were taken, and concentration on the game was increased.

Hours 45-52
At approximately the 47th hour
many of the players had gone
through periods of blacking out,
where they seemingly lost touch
with their surroundings. The
fatigue came in constant waves.
At the same hour, Dave Foster
related the feeling of "despair and
pain," but said "We are going to do
it" Sem Aykanian commented, "72
hours out of your life chasing a
goddamned volleyball is nothing to
laugh about It is something that
you can beat, and that is what
keeps us going." Sem also mentioned the periods of black out,
where eyesight and hearing was
impaired. He referred to the "embarrassment of disorientation,"
noting that being led around was
humiliating. Sem also explained
that the players were losing total
concept of time. The earlier evening, when the entire campus experienced a brown out, the players
became confused.
Pete McEvilly said "I have never
stayed up all night in my life, I have
always gone to bed sometime." At
the 47 hour, Pete McEvilly gave the
players a fifty-fifty chance of making it The players continued unchanged and exhaustion remained
evident throughout the next 6
hours.

World champions: I. to R: Dave Foster, Tim Finn, Sem Aykanian, John Guild, Nick Kofos, Neil
Jamieson, Mike Bonney, Mike Heslin, Dick Lagg, Pete McEvilley. Phil Quillard, Mike St Clair
(photo by Jon Skillings)
Aykanian also suggested that the
pain and boredom was beginning
to come in waves. He also
suggested that the loneliness of the
late hours was only broken by trying to "win all the games, without
becoming too competitive, and by
keeping track of the games." Sem
said "the pace is slower than last
year, and the team is more lighthearted." Aykanian continued, "I
wonder why I put myself through it
again. It's hell."
Hours 35-45
Richard Lagg, when asked how
he felt at hour 36 said "I'm a little
fatigued." "We have a great feeling
of loneliness," said Lagg, "and it
helps to have the fans here to chit
chat with." Lagg noted that the pace
of the game was important "I think
that I like it best when it is going
fasf'When asked why he had considered making the attempt Lagg
replied That's a very good question, I think it's for a great cause.
It's the first week back and there is
not much to do, so what the hell."
Lagg continued, however, "It's a lot
more work than I originally
thought"
At this point the strain and stress
began to become fixed on the faces
of the players. The side lines were
mounting in clothes, shoes, waste
paper, and bandaging. Also helping them, were students, spending

At hour 45 Phil Quillard said,
"There is a difference of perception, the boredom is great, and
sometime you just don't know
where you are, or what you are doing." Quillard continued, "When
Nick first asked me I considered
doing it for the attention. I didn't
think we could do it and it scared
me. It scared the hell out of me.
Earlier last night we almost quit
but you have to keep your sense of
humor. I don't want to be the first to
quit" Phil looked up at the stands.
"But look at us," he said, "It's stupid
goddamned volleyball and we're
bigshots."

The Final Day
The next morning, as the sun
came up, the players were tired
and lethargic. Their exhaustion
was passed on to the few fans who
watched them from Rand balcony.
By hour 56, however, the players
looked rejuvenated. Beginning to
see the end, perked them up. A
sense of humor was still prevelent
Fans were becoming more confident Cold showers were taken to
keep the players fresh.
Neil Jamieson, that morning said
"I had a bad session earlier this
morning, but I feel o.k. now,"
Jamieson remained one of the
strongest looking players, jumping
and running, and looking alert
At the 60th hour the Press was
asked to stay away from the court
as much as possible and to save
their interviews until later. The
team moved on through the day
and evening, and closed in on the
72 hour mark. The great exhaustion
was overcoming many of the
players, but excitement began to
rise.
At 10:00, Saturday evening, the
crowds filled Rand Gym's balcony.
Cheering the weary players on, the
fans watched the players push on.
The help on the sidelines never
ceased and the players all noted
the great aid of these individuals.
At each meal the players had hot
Dave Foster
food, and were constantly fed high
(photo by Jon Skillings) sugar, high carbohydrate food

A tired Neil Jamieson
(photo by Jon Skillingsi
stuffs. Chris Flaherty, who had
made the attempt with Nick the
year before, remained by their side
for the bulk of the attempt He di
rected the activities on the
sidelines, encouraged the players
and kept their minds in the games
The Last Hour
As the players entered the last
hour, Rand Gym was mobbed with
people. Nick Kofos' parents came
up from Massachusetts, and waited
nervously on the sideline. In an interview with the Student, Mr. Kofos
commented "I am very nervous,
and very excited. Nick and his
friends are determined. I am very
proud. Mr. Kofos also said "I didn'l
know about the attempt until a few
days before it began. He (Nick) is a
stubborn and determined boy."
As the minutes passed, the
players became more excited. The
record was broken at 4:34 a.m
Sunday. The players lined up in the
far court, and bowed to the crowd.
A great display of emotion continued for several minutes. Nick
Kofos looked up into the stands
and said, "Before we continue as
New World Champion volleyball
players, we want to thank each and
everyone of you." Mike St. Clair
looked up and said, "The people
who served us, we couldn't ask for
anything more." After the congratulations were over, the players
went back to play volleyball. They
stopped one-half hour later.
When itwas over Nick Kofos was
interviewed." I would like to thank
my help, for their constant attention. They were great. When asked
what he wanted to do first Nick
said, "I guess I want something to
eat I am always hungry. I bet I'm
the only one that gained weight
during this."
"It feels great said Nick, "And
I'll never do it again." Nick attended brunch the next day.

Pete McEvilley
(photo by Jon Hall)
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Editorials
a
They Love to Talk
They love to talk. The "ten dollar" buzz
words which they toss around with reckless, pompous conviction, and the highly
moral holier-than-thou attitudes which
they display make me feel out of place. As
they hash and rehash lofty and impractical
social interpretations, using rhetoric to
precisely pinpoint the problem, they fail to
present one simple idea to deal pragmatically with the problem.
But at the meeting of the dean's forum
called on January 14 to discuss sexual harrassment, one statement rang with clarity
and truth. "This group is about as representative a group as Bates is a college."
That's right. The group I saw politely sat
down to chit chat and soothe each other
with phrases they had all heard before.
The discussions were as stereotypical as
the stereotypes the participants condemned and practicality was abandoned.
It was comical to hear how many times one

99

concept can be rephrased.
Most Bates students were not at the
meeting and I do not blame them. The feeling that such forums on campus are repetitive is prevalent, and justifiably so.
It is the role of Bates College to educate
those enrolled, and discussion is a fine and
time honored method of mind opening.
When, however, the talking becomes more
important than the problem itself and
bureaucracies are created to "channel"
the "input," the problems necessarily become buried, and interest is lost.
The same faces can be seen at each
forum. Rather than excusing the lack of
attendance as apathy of campus, thus preserving the elitist aura of the group, those
in change of the forum might consider
changing their tone and means of tackling
problems, in order to change the image of
their discussion.
Tom Vannah

Challenge of the 80's
New Year's Eve 1980 was the first time I
ever saw the population of an entire country yearn to step back a year instead of
forward.
The problems which confront us as the
80s begin are oppressive. The tendency of
the media to lump the ten years following
the end of one decade as a single entity
doesn't help: instead of one year to worry
about, we have ten. Uncertainty over the
continued world power status and simple
security of our country pervades the collective psyche of the nation. The possibility of armed conflict looms over the current crisis in the Near East, and a cold war
between the U.S. and the Soviet Union has
become a reality. Perhaps the 70s were nothing special; but that decade of narcissism, of "the me generation" has suddenly
been stripped away, and whole world full
of individuals find that they had better
start working together or — at the expense
of a dry cliche — suffer apart.
This uncertainty is serious enough to
have leaked into the little world of Bates
College. It i£ us who will suffer if the international crisis worsens.
But on that strange eve of the new year,
another level of protection vanished. No
longer did the class of 80, or, for that matter, the classes of 81,82 and 83, find solace
in the remoteness of that futuristic gradua-

tion date. Stunned into realization, we all
now face fast-approaching decisions. The
psychological barier of a new decade is
gone. Face it. This is our decade. It is us, as
those graduation speeches so long ago
counseled, who have to take over this troubled world. This is the decade that we go
out there, find jobs, raise families, start
new careers. It's easy to call it a noble challenge. It is. But is also scares the hell out of
us.
The college itself steps into the decade
besieged by problems, as is usually the
case here, which faced most such institutions in the 70s. The first such crisis, if it is
to be seen as the keynote of future trends,
casts a bad light on the willingness of Bates
to step into the 80s. As is also usually the
case, very real problems of harassment are
being dealt with in very fantasy land kinds
of ways. No action is being taken on the
issue, outside of enough talk to fill a volume. But this time itis time for action—not
a dean's forum, not an ad-hoc committee,
not a task force of RCs and JAs, not a petition from the faculty. Bates will face many
tough decisions in the 80s. I'm afraid it will
also probably do a lot of talking.
This decade's not going to be an easy one.
But we can't run away from it eigher. Because this decade has finally caught up to
us.
— Jon Marcus
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World Champs
Say Thanks
the DJs themselves for a job well
To the Editor:
On behalf of the new world done keeping us saUsfied. With
champion volleyball team we have twelve people requesting many
here at Bates College, I would like different songs, it wasn't easy.
to take this opportunity to thank . I want to thank Bob Barry for
some people who helped make this coming through in the clutch providing the stereo receiver with
world record possible.
First of all, I would like to thank which we listened to WRJR. It was
athletic trainer Roger Park and all essential that we had music from
student trainers who helped keep start to finish and I had trouble
us on our feet the entire time. finding available stereos that
Whether by medical cream and could be used during the attempt.
tape or by bubble gum and string, We used Bob's the entire time and
these people kept us in the game he deserves thanks for this valuphysically and for that we are able device.
As we were playing, we had a
grateful,
Next I would like to thank Craig variety of people assisting us with
Canedy and the Bates Food Ser- meals, snacks, emotional probvice for providing our meals and lems, physical problems, and much
snacks during the marathon. This more. I want to thank Mary
year was a repeat performance for Mihalakos, Kevin Kane, Melissa
this crew and once again they ex- Bonney, Stephanie Weiss, Jennifer
celled.
Beagle, Heidi Duncanson, Elaine
As far as the gym is concerned, I Salides, Betty Kalperis, Dot Donowould like to thank Ahtleuc Direc- van and Matt Buchman as well as
tor Bob Hatch for helping me ac- others too numerous to mention for
quire the use of the facility. I also lack of space.
I'd like to thank Karen Kaufman
must thank dance instructor Marcy
Plavin for agreeing to switch two of for her undivided attention to our
her classes to another area. Again I vital statistics as well as to our genthank Bob Hatch for agreeing to eral well-being on the court.
Liz Reinhart, Dave Trull and
keep the new dance area void of
other activity so that Marcy's move Nina Sciola provided transportation to and from the store, my dorm
was feasible..
There are two guys downstairs in and Commons at my every whim.
the gym that I'll thank now as well. When I needed something I'd ask
These are my equipment person- Liz and I'd have it in no time at all.
nel — Frank Levesque and Bud Even if it were a new pair of shoes
Keenan. They were very coopera- — These people were the heart of
tive and helpful even though I in- our attempt, pumping life into our
convenienced them both prior to weary bodies. We couldn't haye
the marathon. You discover who broken the record without these
your friends are when the money's wonderful people.
There is still more. I'd like to
on the lire, and these are two of the
thank the girls who baked for us
best one can find.
During the event, music was pro- during the event. The cookies and
vided by our very own WRJR. I brownies were a tremendous sucwould like to thank General Man- cess. I'd like to thank Dean Carigager Jeff Wahlstrom forhis support nan for getting up at 5:30 a.m. so
and interest during the marathon. that he could throw out the first
Jeff helped me with publicity prior ball. The women upstairs in Comto playing and while we were play- mons have been great also.
ing he asked the disc jockeys to do Thank-you for the signs and the
what they could for our musical re- volleyball setup at the front door.
quests. I would like to thank all of
(Continued on Page 12)

The Randy Reports
Kennedy:

A Bridge Too Far

By Tad Baker
I guess it had to happen. Ted
Kennedy has come to Lewiston this
past week. Actually, I was kind of
surprised he made it across the
Androscoggin in one piece. At the
last staff meeting of The Bates Student, the editors offered all of us
the chance to get a press pass, to
use to see Kennedy at the Multipurpose Center. Mac (of On Sports
fame) and 1 wanted to get passes,
To the Editors:
then use them to get into the Celtics
Your article on Religion and game in Boston Tuesday night Un
Bates was informative and well- fortunately, we were told the paswritten. There are, however, two ses were good only for the Kennedy
errors that need correction.
speech, hence, totally useless to us.
1. Technically, Rabbi Victor
Why did Kennedy come to LewisReinstein's correct title is Jewish ton? This is a puzzling question. He
Religious Counselor at Bates—not has strong support here in this
Jewish Students Counselor. Mr. predominantly democratic city. It
Howard Joress, Director of the probably did not merit a personal
Jewish Community Center is also appearance to try to further conDirector of Bates Hillel, the Jewish solidate his position. It was ruStudents Union.
mored that Kennedy came to
2. While members of a religious Lewiston to attend classes in
group called The Way have at- speech and rhetoric at Bates, but
tended College Worship services, reliable sources in the Kennedy
they have never disrupted those campaign have discredited this
service.
saying "if you believe that, then you
I will appreciate your making bel ieve that The Bay of Pigs is a fast
these correction.
food restaurant which specializes
Yours sincerely, in pork barbecue."
Richard R. Crocker
What are Kennedy's merits? To
College Chaplain try to answer this question. 1

Correction

picked up a Kennedy for President
brochure. It told me many en:
lightening aspects of the man and
the candidate, and our nation. I
was shocked to learn that "inflation is ravaging America" and that
"too many Americans cannot afford health care." I am glad to hear
that the Senator feels "it's time
America had an energy policy" and
that "we must guarantee justice for
all Americans." The brochure goes
on to tell that the youngest of the
Kennedy brothers "has won many
battles." Good for him.
Actually, it is Kennedy's inability
to fight battles, never mind win
them, which scares me the most
He virtually always votes against
military expenditures. On the last
fifty major military expenditures.
Kennedy voted against forty-nine.
Only George McGovern voted
against all fifty. If Kennedy is
elected President. I may take my
father's advice and begin learning
Russian.
Collectively, let us ask not what
we have done for the Kennedy
brothers, but what they have done
for us. Joseph, Jr.. wrecked a
bomber in World War II. Jack too,
was a poor driver, managing to
wreck his PT boat by ramming it

■
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Cold Line" Attracting Complaints

by Peter Cummlngs
Staff Reporter
Melissa Weisstueh got a cold last
week. She and other Rand Hall residents were so cold, in fact, that a
petition was signed by everyone in
the century-old dormitory: "Help
the ... freezing Randies," the petition wailed. This letter, along with
a milieu of other cold complaints,
was sent to the newly-established
energy-saving "cold line."
Liaison director Judy Marden,
who handles such complaints, says
response to the cold-complaint
line has been good. Common problems and solutions included: a lack
of hot water in Page (a valve was
fixed) and Smith North, no heat on
the north side of Hedge (a valve
was opened), and a cold draft in the

library (blamed on the aircirculation system).
According to Marden, Rand's
climactic conditions vary from 45
degiees to 86 degrees because the
thermostat for the whole building
is located in a room on the second
floor. "The temperature depends
on whether the people in that room
are feeling hot or cold," Marden
explained.
Many campus buildings were
built with no thought of energy
conservation. Many of the houses
have been outfitted with storm
windows.
Lane Hall was built in 1964 when
energy was relatively cheap. The
building "has no insulation or
storm windows," Marden said. "Our
response to the lowered thermostats (in I .a nc i is to move desks away
from windows." Various light bulbs

have also been removed from Lane
Hall.
Though one Adams resident said
it was so cold he "could see his
breath," some of the complaints
seem semi-ridiculous. One cold
girl became enraged because there
was no storm window outside her
room. Investigation proved that
there was a storm window—it had
been left open.
The cold line is useful, according
to Marden, because complaints
will be dealt with and a reply must
be sent to the complainer. People
"wouldn't know who to call" if it
weren't for the cold line, Marden
explained.
The number for the cold line,
which is monitored 24 hours a day,
is 786-4487. Marden insists that
complaints "don't fall on deaf
ears."

Volleyball Thanks
(Continued from Page 11)
It's good to know that you were all
thinking of us.
There are other media folks I
will now thank in addition to those
mentioned before. The News
Bureau was very helpful with news
releases and publicity. Thus I owe
a great deal to Rick Dennison and
Stu Greene. These people have
helped our triumph become
known nationally.
The Bates Student has also been
a great help, and I would like to
thank editor Tom Vannah for continued interest and support and
also for providing complete coverage of our world record.
I would like to thank all of the
students and fans who came to
cheer us on during those four days,
and I'd like to add a special thanks.
This one goes to all those people
who contributed to our cause
which was Muscular Dystrophy.
The twelve of us sacrificed three
days of our lives for this cause as
well as some money. Therefore we
have a special warm feeling for
those who saw fit to sacrifice along
with us.
There is one final credit to be

distributed at this time. This person was with us continuously during the attempt, and was one of the
participants in last year's
marathon. He saw us running into
trouble as we came close to the record.
We had trouble understanding
why we were there as well as how
to play the game. This one person
was responsible for stepping in
and preventing us from collapsing
within ourselves. He kept us trying
to think if not actually thinking,
and he tried to have the game make
sense to us during those last few
hours. This person is Chris Flaherty. Chris would tell us where to
hit the ball and where to stand. We
were all so mad at Chris we tended
to put our other troubles in the
background. Many of us agree that
we owe Chris a very special thanks
and most likely the record itself.
Once again, I would like to thank
all of these people as well as any I
have mistakenly left out. This
proves once and for all that people
can unite, work for a single goal,
and most of all, succeed.
Very Sincerely,
Nick Kofos

JET
%HE
RACTS.
Instant printing isn't
what you might
think You may be
surprised to
know we can
handle about <K)%
ot your printing needs
So drop by and get all the
facts today1
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COPY

CENTER OF LEWISTON

Kennedy
(Continued from Page 11)
into a Jap destroyer. Robert's main
claim to fame was his Senatorship,
which made Massachusetts the
only state to have three Senators.
Edward's driving record speaks for
itself. Do you really want someone
from a family with such driving
credentials to be at the helm of our
ship of State?
Bobcat Checking
Accounts at

"The Bank
Depositors
Trust"
55 Lisbon Strt^t, Uwlston
467 Sebettua Street, Lewistoo
Northwood Park
Shopping Cantor
Lawraton

Need extra cash for sec-j
ond semester? The Student
needs typists to work in oui
office on an IBM typewriter
Sunday, Monday and Wednesday evenings. The pay is
50 cents per page, triplespaced, and the hours are
flexible. Apply through Box
309 or in Room 224, Chase
Hall, during office hours.

SAMEIB

Large selection of cold wines and champagnes
Cold imported and Draft Beer by the case

Cor. Walnut & Bartlett St., Lewiston
Tel. 782-3281

Wife
Wanted!

Expand your intellectual, social and romantic fulfillment
by meeting our client, one of the nation's most successful
non-fiction authors. He is an eloquent lecturer and has
been a guest on over 3,000 radio and TV news and talk
shows. Our client owns a professional firm which is a
national leader and trendsetter in two different fields: law
and real estate. Our client owns a publishing company
which is an important source of books and magazines on
law, sex, preventive health, and self-improvement.
What are your goals? What are you doing to improve
your life, the lives of those around you, and society in
general? What are your educational work experiences?
What are your favorite leisure activities? Please write,
enclosing your picture and college grade transcript. Your
response will be held in strictest confidence, and will be
opened and read only by our client personally by your
writing this special address: Eastland Advertising Agency,
P.O. Box 214, Reynoldsburg,.Ohio 43068.
782-1911

Full Service Jewelers
Seiko-Rolex-Bulova
Fine Jewelry
4 Lisbon Street,
Lewlston, Maine 04240
782-7758

IEW1STON, MAINE
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Bette Midler in

BlaCk Hole i,no*ing. through
Sunday Matinees 2:00 4:15

THE ROSE

Cuba
Sunday Eve at 6:45 9:00

mwK

M( MHI >' AMF RICAN GE M SfK-.E I v

ADAM&EVES
hair boutique

JtWElEB

Q?e«* @>. ^,/w

JOostie
\j"

' Lovejoy 100, 7 and 9:30 PM, Colby
January 19 - Second Annual
Beaux Arts Ball, Chase Lounge, 9
PM, tickets $3.50 (which covers an
open bar)
January 20 - Film Man Who Would
Be King, 8 PM, Filene Room, $1.00
January 23- FilmSx, directed by
Federico Fellini, Filene Room, 8
PM, $1.00
January 23 - Film Alice Doesn't
Live Here Anymore, Portland Public
Library, 6:30 PM
January 24 - Film Sunset
Boulevard, Moulton Theatre,
Westbrook College. 7 PM

Over 70 sandwiches — Over 5 00 combinations

1221 LISBON STREET LEWISTON

1 ArtsDatel
January 17-20-A Streetcar Named
Desire, by Tennessee Williams,
Portland Hall, 8:15 PM
January 18 - Film The Man Who
Would Be King, directed by John
Huston, starring Sean Connery,
Michael Cain and Christopher
Plummer, Filene Room, 7 PM, $1.00
January 18 - Jazz concert featuring Joel Press on reeds, Bob Norden, trombone, and Gray Sargent,
guitar. Central School Auditorium,
Academy Street, Auburn, 8 PM,
$2.00 adults, $1.00 students at the
door
January 18 - King of Hearts.

784-4209

Friend's Deli

Sal - Sun Malinee
Matinee
2:00
4:15
Eves

6 45 9 00
PC

1941

John
Brlushi
Dan
Ackroyd

Sat ■ Son

| 30 4 00

Eves 645 9 30

Robafl RedfordJane Fonda

THE ELECTRIC
HORSEMAN
_^

Sal

Sun Matinee 2 00 4 15
Eves 646 9 15

Specializing in the latest men's
and women's hairstyles.

Political Advertisement

80 COLLEGE STREET - LEWISTON

Carter / Mondale

for appommn-nrwaU 784-3444

GENE S Corner Store
At Gene's We Have
What You Need"
Open 365 days 6 a.m. to Midmte

Join the Steering Committee for
Bates College
Organizational Meeting: January 22, 7:00 p.m.
1st Floor Middle Turner House Lounge

Try Our SNACK BAR— Open anytime

Cold cuts a Produce
a Groceries
Domestic & Imported
Beer and Wine
65 College Street
Comer of Sabattus
and Collage Streets
784-4750

US
57i-MAlN STMIT. LIWISTOM

FuSn

Contact: Judy Hakanson, 783-7914

The Center Street'

WINE

CHEESE

Wine chilled by request

QhoH

• Imported coffees and nuts e Discounted wine/been
» Largest selection of Imported • Kegs & tappers
cheese & wines In the
available
Twin Cities
at ft, right pr|ce
• Cigarettes at state minimum $5.25/carton
• Varied selection of imported coffees & teas
(Bulk supplies available/on the premises grinding)
• Lowest prices on assorted nuts (also available in bulk)
Cashews $2.99/lb.; Spanish Peanuts $.99/lb ■
Peanuts with shells $.79
783-7477
Open 7 days a Week —
Monday-Saturday 9a.m. to 10p.m.

Sunday 12-6p.m.

